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Preface

The IBM 7080 compatibility feature, operating with a
complementary set of programs, constitutes an emulator.
BasIcally. an emulator is ahardware-aided simulator pro
gram. It operates much like an interpretive-routine simula
tor program, but at a speed about five times faster. With the
emulator. System/370 Models 165. 165 II, and 168 can run
7080 programs at speeds that, in general, equal or exceed
those of the original systems. Operating in a System/370,
the emulator relieves the user of the need for conversion of
existing 7080 programs.

Prerequisite Publications

The reader of this publication should be familiar with the
information contained in the following publications:

IBM 7080 Principles ofOperation, GA22-6560
IBM System/370 System Summary, GA22-7001
IBM System/370 Principles ofOperation, GA22-7000
7080 OS Emulator on Models 165/168 Reference,

GC27-6952.

Organization of This Publication

The information in this manual is organized as follows:
Following the Contents is a list of abbreviations and

notation forms used in this publication.
The Introduction contains a general description of emula

tion and provides basic information on the compatibility
feature and the emulator program.

The section "Emulator Organization" describes the
functions of the compatibility feature and of the emulator
program and their relationship to each other. This section
also includes information on acceptable data formats and
program/feature communication.

The section "Emulator Instruction Set" describes the
format, application, and action of each instruction provided
by the compatibility feature.

I The Appendix contains a glossary, a summary of instruc
tions, a table of 7080 indicator and logout addresses, and
code conversion tables.
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Abbreviations

ACC' accumulator op code operation code
ALU arithmetic and logic unit OS operating system
ASU auxiliary storage unit

p parity
BCD binary-coded decimal

ROS read-only storage
CASU channel auxiliary storage unit RR System/370 register-to-register instruction format
C(x) contents of x (example: C(Rl» RS System/370 register-and-storage instruction format
CB coded binary
CPU central processing unit SAL serial adder la tch
CS control storage SAR storage address register

SPC starting point counter
EBCDIC extended binary-eoded decimal interchange code SR storage register
E80 emulated 7080 SS System/370 storage-to-storage iQstruction format

SSR storage select register
FPR floating-point register

WCS writable control storage
GR general register

hex hexadecimal

I instruction
fA instruction address Rl The first operand field of an RR- or RS-format
IAR initial address register instruction, used primarily to specify a general
IC instruction counter register.

I/O input/output R2 The second operand field of an RR-format instruction,
used primarily to specify a general register. )K = 1,024 (in System/370) R3 The third operand field of an RS-format instruction,
used primarily to specify an op-code modifier.

MAC I memory address counter I 82,02 The second operand field of an RS-format instruction.
MAC II memory address counter II B2 specifies a general register, and D2 specifie,s a
MCW maintenance control word displacement from the contents of the B2 register.
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When used with its associated emulator program, the 7080
compatibility feature- facilitates the transition from the
7080 Data Processing System to System/370. The com
patibility feature adds special instructions and registers to
System/370. The emulator program employs these facilities
and those of the System/370 universal instruction set to
simulate 7080 instructions. The compatibility 'feature and
the emulator program together constitute the emulator.

I Through the emulator, a System/370 Model 165, 165 II,
or 168 interprets and executes programs written for the
IBM 7080. Internal performance is about twice that of the
7080, but depends on the instructions used.

Introduction

Installation of the compatibility feature does not affect
I normal operation of the Model 165, 165 II, or 168.

Purpose of the Emulator

The 7080 emulator is an aid to transition from the 7080
Data Processing System to System/370. With the emulator
under as control, Models 165, 165 II, and 168 execute
current 7080 programs with Iittle or no reprogramming.
Also under as control, the emulator can be multi
programmed with other user problem programs.

Introduction 5
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Emulator Organization

Modes of Operation

The emulator is capable of performing functions of the
7080 CPU while in 7080 mode, 705 1/11 mode, or 705 III
mode.

Storage Word Correspondence

An eight-character 7080 storage word is mapped into a
System/370 doubleword.

Memory and Storage Mapping

Character Conversion and Word Correspondence

Character Conversion

A 6-bit 7080 character is mapped into bits 0-1 and 4-7 of
an 8-bit System/370 byte, with bits 2 and 3 set to zero. The
parity bit of the 7080 character is dropped and odd parity
bit of System/370 is assumed. The character is then
referred to as an E80 character. (E80 refers to anything in
System/370 that is made to correspond to the 7080
system.)

7080 Character

EBOMemory

Since five 7080 characters require eight bytes, the E80
memory requires more System/370 storage bytes than the
corresponding number of 7080 characters. Also, the
addressing scheme used to convert 7080 addresses causes
blocks of System/370 storage to be left unused. As a result,
128K (131,072) bytes of System/370 storage are needed to
emulate 80,000 7080 characters. Since the 7080 emulator
operates under OS control, the base address for 7080
memory (0000) is relocatable and is kept in FPR 2 bytes
4-7. The 7080 memory is loaded from this starting point.

EBOStorage

A 7080 storage address with a starting-point counter setting
of 0000 is taken to be the origin. Thus, storage bank 0
occupies storage addresses 000-255. Corresponding to 7080
storage, E80 storage originates at the address in FPR 4
bytes 4-7 and occupies 2,048 consecutive bytes to provide
7080 storage banks 0-4. Banks 5-7 are used for programs
and for microprogramming. The emulated 7080 storage
must be maintained in Model 165, 165 II, or )68 main
storage during the execution of a 7080 program All E80
operations using E80 storage stay within the bank desig
nated at the beginning of the operation. and the E80
storage address wraps at the end of the 256-hyte E80
storage block. If auxiliary storage units (ASU's) are
deSIgnated, the appropriate addresses are developed to
point to the correct locations in E80 storage.

The branch table is composed of E80 storage and three
other blocks of System/370 storage" All four blocks are
contiguous in System/370 storage, and the location of the
branch table is specified by the origin of the E80 storage
block (FPR 4 bytes 4-7). The blocks and their sequence of
loading are:
1. E80 multiply, in which 80 bytes of storage for the

emulator multiply algorithm are stored at the address 80
less than the one in FPR 4 bytes 4-7.

2. E80 storage.

7

7

6

6

6

5

5

5

4

4

4

4/9

3

3

3

3/8

3/8 4/9

2

2

2

2/71/6

1/6 "2/7

o

o

o

0/5

0/5

£80 Character

h'80 Memor)' Word

Memory Word Correspondence

A five-character 7080 memory word IS mapped into bytes
0-4 of a System/370 doubleword. Bytes 5-7 are set to zero.

" 7080 Menlory Word

)
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3. Select table, in which 2K (2,048) bytes are used in the
conversion of 7080 I/O addresses to System/370 I/O
device addresses.

4. SubroutIne area. in which 1,024 bytes are reserved" with
J6· bytes allocated for each 7080 instruction subroutine.
(Twelve of the subroutines require more space and
branch out of the table.)

lncrefllent (hex)

+20
+30
+40
+50
+60
+70
+80

Reason

7080 operation check
OIL interrupt
OIL count =zero
904 check on ERNO instruction
No bit character on LB instruction
Restricted operation .
7080 hang condition

·Zoned-address type A refers to bytes 1-4 of the E80 memory word
la ~\'~tem/~70 doubleword) with E80 ASU zones set to zeros. All
hv te, representIng zeros have the numeric portion (bits 4-7) set to
bUlan 1010
l ••nl,~ -address ty pe B j~ similar to zoned-address type A. except
thaI I,'rn, drt» represented by the numeric portion of the byt~ set
'(I blllilf\ 000(,

Register Assignments

The internal address registers of the 7080 are emulated by
System/370 general registers (GR's). Their contents are
dynamically updated to reflect that of the 7080. Their
assignments along with the assignments of the floating
pOInt registers (FPR's) are as follows:

FI'I< Function or Contents

II Ii) tes 0-3 emulator dynamic statu!\
Bytes 4-7. emulator hardware status
By te 0: DIL count.
By (~S 1-3' base address for unusual 7080 conditions··.
Bytes 4-7. E80 memory relocation value (must be
used on a doubleword boundary)

4 Bytes 0-3: 7080 IC (zoned-address type B).
Bytes 4-7: branch table base address. (Each bank
pOinted to in the select table must be on a hex 100
b\lUndary .)

b Work register.

... I hl~ address is Incremented by a fixed value ~orresponding to the
IfuJllon ~ausing the 7080 unusual condition branch, as follows:

)

)
40K memory
904 check switch
905 check switch
705 1/11 mode
7080 interrupt flag

Unused address (in hex) WXYZZ plus E80 base (FPR 3)
where

W = 0, 1, 2, or 3
X = 3, 7, B, or F
Y =7 or F

ZZ = 00 to 5F or 80 to DF

Memory and Storage Address Conversion

Status Indicators

The status of a 7080 changes dynamically during execution
of stored programs, and program results are affected by
changes in status. The emulator maintains status in triggers,
in a local storage word, and in main storage words.

Triggers

The follOWIng tri~gers are added for emulation. Special
microordt'rs are US\d to alter and interrogate them.

\\

System /370 Status Triggers Corresponding 7080 Status

7080 mode \ 7080 mode
80K memory For 7080 system that has

only 80K memory
40K switch
904 check switch
905 check switch
705 1/11 switch
(No 7080 correspondence)

Memory Address Conversion

Every 7080 address between 00000 and 159,999, inclusive,
is changed into a unique 24-bit System/370 address ranging
from 000000 to 03FFFC. Due to the algorithm of the
conversion, only characters of the same 7080 word have
contiguous addresses within a System/370 doubleword.
Furthermore, sequential 7080 addresses do not necessarily
yield sequential System/370 addresses after conversion.

The conversion leaves 64 areas of 96 contiguous unused
bytes. These addresses may be identified as follows:

Storage Address Conversion

The storage addresses are in System/370 address format,
beginning at the pointer in FPR 4 bytes 4-7. Each b,ank has
a starting address hex 100 (256 decimal) greater than the
starting address of the bank preceding it. A special emulator
instruction~ ESPC (Set Starting Point Counter), is provided
to change a 7080 storage address into its corresponding E80
storage address.

Formtlt

Zoned-address type B

Zoned-address type B*

Coded binary
Zoned-address type A •
Coded binary

Coded binary

Reason

Unused
904-905 check swttches on

Function or Contents

Work registers for emulator
Instructions
Memory address counter I
(MAC I)

Storage address register (SAR)
Initial address register (I AR)
Byte 0: ~torage bank
bytes 1-3: starting-point
~ounter (SPC)
~ubrou tIne branch address
MAC I
Unused
Memory address counter II
(MAC II>
Bytes 0-2. zeros: byte 3
bats 0-3 storage select
register (SSR). byte 3
hIt' 4 7 0000
Unused

. It

-10

5
6
7

4

GR

0-3

) 2

8
9

10
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Local Storage Word

The second half of the 7080 status word is stored in FPR O.
The format is the same as that stored in channel auxiliary
storage unit 15 (CASU 15) on an interruption in the 7080.
Being located in FPR 0 pennits these dynamic status
indicators to be easily accessed. When an interruption
occurs, storing of the old status and restoring of the new
status can be done with a minimum of programming. The
bit correspondence is listed in the following dynamic status
indicators.

The Emulator Status Valid Trigger is one of the more
important triggers in the emulator. When set, it signifies
that the status of the 7080 is loaded into the status
registers, and that Model 165, 165 II, and 168 recognize the
emulator SS-type instruction, executing the secondary op
code if it is valid. If the status valid trigger is not on, the
SS-instruction op code (E9) goes in to execution to load the
hardware status, turn on the status valid trigger, decrement
the System/370 IC by 6, and end operation. This causes the
op code to be entered again, and the status valid trigger is
set. When a System/370 interruption occurs, all the 7080
status triggers are preserved in FPR 0, and this trigger is
reset. Upon reentering emulation~ the status triggers are
restored and the status value trigger IS again set.

)

System/370 Status Triggers

DIL counter flag
Emulator internal work
triggers: ASU :;60, DNZT,
d'igit carry, zone carry, do
index, complement, recompte
ment, increment factor 1,
increment factor 2, thr~e
triggers for interrupt
and retry, and emulator
status valid.

Corresponding 7080 Status

(No 7080 correspondence)
(No direct correspondence)

System/370
FPR 0 Bit Bit Status £80 Status

21 x ANY (for x =1)
22 x 905 (for x = 1)
23 x 904 (for x =1)
24 1 Set to one
25 0 Set to zero

26-27 00 None
28 0 Set to zero
29 0 Set to zero
30 x Low compare (for x = 1)
31 x High compare (for x =1)

Main Storage Words

Status infonnation kept in main storage (memory) words
includes the I/O indicators, I/O ready indicators, interrupt
mode, the interrupt program, read-while-write, the nonstop
switch, the I/O interpret switch, the alteration switches,
check indicators, all of the interruption requests, and
duplicates of status as maintained in hardware triggers a?d
CASU 15. This status infonnation is initialized and maIn
tained by the emulation program.

Input/Output and Console Operations

Input/output and console operations are performed by the
emulation-program I/O routines. Two groups of
System/370 operations (load buffer and unload buffer) are
designed to handle the code conversion and I/O buffer
manipulation tasks required by the program. These opera
tions, which are discussed later, supply the bridge between
the I/O buffers and E80 main memory. A DIL-counter
operation is provided to give the program the ability to
execute a fixed number of DIL's and then branch to a
predetermined System/370 storage location. This gives t~e

emulator an added level of flexibility and power In
programming.

The E80 console operations are controlled by simulation
routines.

)

Dynamic Status Indicators

System/370
FPR 0 Bit Bit Status E80 Status

0 Set to one
1 x ASU 0 (for x =1)

2-3 00 None
4 0 Set to zero
5 x ACC 0 (for x =1)
6 x ASU () (for x =1)
7 x ACC( ) (for x =1)
8 1 Set to one
9 x 903 (for x =1)

10-11 00 None
t2 0 Set to zero
13 x 902 (for x = 1)
14 x 901 (for x = 1)
15 x 900 (for \ = 1)
16 1 Set to one
)7 x 7080 mode (for x = 1)

18-19 00 None
20 0 Set to zero

Exceptions and Restrictions

In general, any 7080 operation that is beyond the defined
limits of the basic 7080 is beyond the defined limits of
emulation. For exanlple, multiplication of nonnumeric
fields in the 7080 produces unpredictable results. Emula
tion does not necessarily produce the same results. Any
other exceptions or restrictions are listed with the instruc
tion descriptions. Exceptions associated with progranl
simulated instructions arc specified in the external
specifications of the 7080 clllulation progranl.

Three types of exceptions are referred to in this publica
tion: operation, specification, and access. For the Model
165, access exceptions include both the protection and
addressing exceptions. For Models 165 II and 16g, access
exceptions include not only the protection and addressing
exceptions but also the segment-translation, page
translation, and translation-specification exceptions.

Emulator Organization 9



Emulator Features and Instructions

To facilitate emulation. special features and instructions are
used which contribute to the speed and ease of program
ming... The instructions are classified as the general and
special enlulator instructions. The general instructions assist
emulation by perfonTIlng functions· which partially contri
bute to the duplication of specific 7080 operations (such as
7080 I-time and select register decoding). The special
instructions exactly duplicate the functions of 7080
instructions (such as ADD and LOD).

Emulator Hardware

Some of the differences between System/370 and the 7080
require additional features to implement functions not
immediately available In System/370. For example, the
7080 serial adder handles zoned decimal data as well as
special characters .. whereas the System/370 serial adder
adds only packed decimal data; and the 7080 memory
address registers are in BCD format, whereas the
System/370 address registers are in binary format.

The following devices are used to compensate for some of
the differences.

Operation-Code Branch-Address Decoder

.• The 7080 6-bit operation code (op code) is used to form a
24-bit binary address. This address points to an emulator
program routine that executes the 7080 operation.

next higher or next lower block of five E80 characters
from· the input address.

Address Converter

The address converter changes a zoned address to a
binary-coded 24-bit System/370 address. The output of the
converter is added to the E80 memory relocation value (in
FPR 2) to arrive at the actual System/370 address. Inter
nally, the address converter consists of three parts:

The Units-Position Decoder, which trarisla"tes the digit
portion of the units position of the zoned address.

The Decimal-to-Binary Decoder, which uses an algorithm to
translate the digit portion of the tens, hundreds, and
thousands positions of the zoned address.

The Wrap Decoder, which converts the zone bits (bit
positions 0 and 1) of the units and thousands position of
the zoned address and adjusts the bits according to the
status of the 7080 mode, 705 1/11 mode, and the 40K and
80K switch triggers.

Select Encoder

The select encoder is used in 7080-address to System/370
address conversion for pointing to a select-table byte used
in I/O operations. )
£80 Digit Operating Hardware

Associated with the serial adder path of Models 165,165 II,
and 168 are devices which operate on E80 data, one byte at
a time. These devices include termination controls, hard
ware status registers, a data translator, multiply-shift
controls, and zero and decimal corrects.

The termination controls detect data tennination condi
tions as the 7080 formatted data is processed through the
serial adder.

The hardware status registers maintain the status and
control bits (shown in the following chart) necessary for
the 7080 microprogram. (If the system leaves emulator
mode, the program status is placed in FPR 0 bytes 5-7.)

SPC Decoder

The address portion of the 7080 Set Starting Point Counter
(SPC) instructIon is used to form a 24-bit binary address
that points to an E80 storage location in System/370
storage.

UNSPC Decoder

A Systelll.f 370 storage address is converted to an SPC value
(zoned-address lype A,

Address Incrementer-Decrementer

Many 7080 lnst ructions can be more readily emulated if
their addresses are preserved and updated in zoned-address
fornlat The address tncrementer-decrementer can perform
four difterent functions. Increment zoned address by five,
by one .. and by zero or decrenlent zoned address by five.
The folio\\' Ing I ules govern the operation:
). Inpu t can he 111 either zoned-address type A or B format.

The output t~ always In zoned-address type B format.
2. The zone bits over the thousands and units positions of

the ou tpu t (bits 0 and J) are adjusted according to the
status of the 7080 mode, the 705 IIII mode, and the
40K and ~OK switch triggers.

3. Increlnentlng by five or decrementing by five always
produces an address ending in 4 or 9 which points to the

10

Group

2

Bit

o
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
o
1
2
3
4
5

Significance or Use

Complement WIB
Han;iware status (stat x)
Dig\t not zero trigger (DNZT)
Do t~dex 4

\\
Do irtdex 2 (A term)
Do in~ex 1 (B term)
Zone carry trigger
Digit carry trigger
Increment 2 factor
Increment 1 factor
Miscellaneous control status
Instruction interrupted
Check 2
Check I

)



Group Bit Significance or Use

~
6 ASU =1= 0
7 Miscellaneous control status

4- 3 0 DIL interrupt flag
1 DIL count flag
2 7080 mode
3 705 Illl mode
4 40K switch
5 80K switch
6 905 check
7 904 check

The data translator is a two-way eight-bit code translator.
Under the appropriate microorder control, the translator
changes EBCDIC bytes to E80 characters, or vice versa.

The multiply-shift controls are used for a three-bit shift
control in an E80 multiply operation.

A zero co"ect is provided for characters put into either
side of the serial adder. A decimal correct is provided on
the serial adder output, along with digit and zone carry
triggers.

Serial Adder. Since the 7080 is a BCD machine, the data
contained in 7080 memory is BCD-formatted and bits 2
and 3 of any E80 byte are not used. A parity adjustment
must be made for these bits, since they are prevented from
going through the serial adder. The parity adjustment
prevents false serial-adder halfsum checks. .

The serial adder latches perform another check for the
7080 emulator. Data gated through the 7080 translator is
parity-checked on both input and output. This is done
because the translator is a bypass for the serial adder, and
its output must be gated back into the serial adder's data
flow.

Parallel Adder. With the additional hardware in the parallel
adder data path, the emulator cannot gate a byte-by-byte
parity bit. Therefore, the emulator generates a sum bit for
the data going into the parallel adder.

Control Storage. The emulator parity-checks the 18 bits

which it adds for its CS words.

7080 Emulator Error Detection

The 7080 emulator provides functions for addi tional error
checks within the Model 165, 165 II, and 168 data path,
and also for the extended writable control storage. Areas
affected are described in the following text.

Microprogram Control

The 7080 instructions are executed under microprogram
control. The information for microprogram control requires
1,024 words of control storage (CS), with the words
extended from 108 bits per word to 126 bits per word.
Con trol storage includes both read-only storage (ROS) and
writable control storage (WCS). To provide for the required
amount of control storage, the WCS of the Model 165 is
increased by 1,024 words, and both the ROS and WCS of
Models 165 II and 168 are increased by 512 words.

Bit 125 is used to provide odd parity for the additional
bits. The additional fields and the corresponding bits are
shown in the following chart:

)

)

Function

Emulator control field I
Emulator control field 2
Emulator control field 3
Emulator control field 4
Emulator control field 5
Emulator control field 6
Emulator emit control field
Emulator control field 7
Emulator control field 8
Emulator parity for bits 108-124

Bit Position

108-111
112-113
114-116
117-118
119
120-121
122
123
124
125

Maintenance Control Word (MCW)

The bits provided in the Model 165, 165 II, and 168 MCW
for emulator use are:

Bit Function

o Reverses the parity of extended control storage.
1 Forces an emulator translator check (this appears as a

parity check when the serial adder latches are set).

Machine Error Retry

For machine-check errors, each 7080 emulator instruction
is retryable up to the point where pertinent input data (for
a restart of that instruction) is destroyed.

Instruction Interruption

Many of the instructions are interruptible prior to com
pletion. (See individual instruction descriptions to deter
mine which instructions are interruptible.) When an
instruction is to be interrupted, the microprogram stores
the necessary intermediate results and status in general
registers and floating-point registers. Then the System/370
IC is decremented by 6 and the instruction ends operation.
The emulator status valid trigger is turned off during the
interruption routine, and additional status is stored in
FPR 1. To resume the instruction, it is necessary to restore
all general registers and floating-point registers to the exact
values set up during the interruption process, and reexecute
the feature instruction. The emulator status valid trigger
must not be on when the instruction is reentered.

Enlulator Organization 11



Emulator Instruction Set

This section contains the formats and descriptions of the
primary and secondary instructions of the emulator instruc
tion set. (See Appendix C for an instruction summary.)

PRIMARY EMULATOR INSTRUCTION

EMU (Emulator Feature Instruction)

55 Format

bytes 5-7), turns on the emulator status valid trigger, and
does the entire instruction a second time.

Indicator:

Emulator status valid trigger

Program Interruptions:

Access exception
Operation exception
Specification exception

)

GENERAL EMULATOR INSTRUCTIONS

The general emulator operations are rougWy grouped as
follows:-
1. The DIL andDILEX.
2. Mode manipulation--SETMD, MDOFF, MDON.
3. Branch- BRIND, BRIF, and BSOF.
4. Zoned-address manipulation-ZACB, lAPZ, lAPON,

lAPF, ZAMF, and CERZ.
5. E80 storage address manipulation- ATFS, CINZA,

RSTER, and UNSPC.
6. I/O manipulation- -CSELR, UBP, VBS, LB, and LBM.
7. Character recognition--SALSM.

OIL (Do Interpretive Loop)
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I A 1 = Secondary instruction, RR format
I A2 = Unimportant
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I Op Code Rl R3 82

1__0=0----
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A 1 + A2 .::. Secondary instruction, RS format
RR Format

)

1112 1578

Op Code Rl R2

1_2_5_~
o

Function!(

The DIL instruCtio\handles the 7080 I-time and lA-time
functions. It also buffers the initial 7080 IC and DIl count
for machine errors during DIl execution, and has provision
for counting OIL's and handling 7080 interruptions.

This instruction is retryable up to the third machine cycle

I
in a Model 165. but not retryable in a Model 165 II or 168.

Access exceptions are possible on System/370 storage
references to 7080 memory.

Figure 1 shows the DIL instruction operatiQn.

System/370 Models 165, 165 II, and 168 emulate 7080
instructions via the emulator instruction EMU. This
System/370 instruction, the primary instruction of this
feature. has a special SS format. The first byte contains the
op ~ode. the second byte contains the emulator flag, and
tht' next four bytes contain any of the RR- or RS-format

selondary instructions. The first two bytes are, in effect, a
prefix for each of the secondary instructions.

Any defined secondary (general or- special) emulator
instruction causes the EMU instruction to terminate and
~(j use u specification exception.

Betore executing the secondary instruction, the EMU
inst ru(tloll examines the emulator status valid trigger. If the
tngger IS on. EM U proceeds to the secondary instruction. If
it is off. EMU loads the 7080 hardware status (from FPR 0

1~



Exit to 7080 interrupt
branch address (hex 30
plus contents of FPR 2
bytes 1-3).

Yes

Exit to interrupt branch
address (hex 40 plus
contents of FPR 2
bytes 1-3).

7080 op cade is con
verted to an address,
then added to the
branch-table base ad
dress (FPR 4 bytes 4-7).
Result is loaded into
GR 8 and the Sys
tem/370 IC.

No

OIL further develops
correct values for IAR
and MAC I C8 (ac
cording to the address
of the 7080 instruction
word currently being
interpreted) .

)

'Mlen E80 instruction
word is available to
the microprogram, the
instruction operand is
loaded into GR 6 (the
IAR) and GR 9.

No

OIL is terminated.
Processi n9 of 7080
instruction subroutine
is begun.

Note: This chart is a schematic
of th~ OIL instruction. It should
not be construed as being a
program subroutine.

Figure) DIL Instruction-Internal Logic

Registers Affected
GR Contents

OILEX (OIL Extension)

'31

02

o

RS Format

Op Code Rl R3 82

__A_B__~ _

7 8 11 12 15 16 19 20

Function

This instruction is used for all the DIL subroutine areas
where the SSR must be interrogated to determine what

02 contains a variable whose value depends on programming
requ irements.

82 + 02 must begin on a word boundary.

Current SAR (replaces old SAR).
Initial address register (lAR) is filled from the operand
field of the next 7080 instruction. (ASU bits are
meaningless here if the IAR was set up as a result of
indirect addressing.)
Address of first instruction of DIL subroutine for the
7080 instruction.
New MAC I coded binary .
New storage select register (SSR) in byte 3 bits 0- 3.

5*
6*

8

9
12

FPR

2 If in count mode, byte 0 contains the updated OIL
count.

4 IC incremented by 5.

* Model 165 II or 168. During an access exception, GR 5 contains
the address of the converted 7080 IC. and GR 6 contains the
System/370 address of the DIL instruction incremented by 6.

)
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operation must be performed. (Example: Branching on
comma op codes must be modified by the ASU zoning to
point to the proper instruction, such as SPC, LFC, and

UFC).

Description

DILEX fetches a word from C(B2)+D2, adds it to GR 12
byte 3, and stores the re.sult in GR 8 and the System/370
IC.

This instruction is retryable up to the last machine cycle.

Description

A bit in the one state causes the hardware mode control
trigger to be set. A bit in the zero state does not change the
state of that trigger. (See the SETMD instruction for the bit
assignments.)

I This instruction is retryable up to the last machine cycle
in a Model 165, but not retryable in a Model 165 II or 168.
Also, all the general registers remain unchanged.

MDOFF (Mode Off)

SETMO (Set Mode) RS Format

RR Format

BSOF (Branch on 705 I1II Mode)

Function

MDOFF resets the hardware mode control triggers accord
ing to the mode bits in the R 1 and R3 mask fields.

Op Code Rl R2

1__16_---'~
o 78 1112 15

)

31

Rl R3 82 02

~~ O_O_O _

7' 11 12 15 16 19 20

Op Code

I A4

o

Description

A bit in the zero state causes the hardware mode control
trigger to be reset. A bit in the one state does not change
the state of the respective mode bit. (See the SETMD
instruction for the bit assignments.)

I This instruction is retryable up to the last machil)e cycle
in a Model 165, but not retryable in a Model 165 II or 168.
Also, all the general registers remain unchanged.

Description

A bIt In the one state sets the trigger it controls, and a bit in
the zero state resets the trigger it controls. Bits 8-15 are
assigned as follows:

Op Code Rl R2

11 ~
o 78 1112 15

MOON (Mode On)

ThIS Instruction is completely retryable.

Function

SETMD sets or resets hardware mode control triggers
according to the Rl and R2 mask fields.

RR Format

Mode Bit Trigger

R 7080 interrupt flag
q DIL counter flag

10 705 1/11 mode
11 7080 mode
12 40K switch
13 80K nlemory
14 905 check switch (On=automatic)
15 904 ~heck switch (On=automatic)

31

RS Format

Op Code Rl R3 82 02

1l-_A_6__~ OO_O ....I

o 7 8 11 12 15 16 19 20

Function

MD()N ~ets the hardware mode control triggers according
to the mode bits in the Rl and R3 mask fields.

Function

BSOF interrogates the 705 1/11 mode trigger and effects a
System/370 branch if the trigger is on.

Description

If the 705 1/11 mode trigger is on and the 7080 mode trigger
is off, a System/370 branch is forced to the location
indicated by the R 1 general register. If the trigger is off, the
next sequential System/370 instruction is executed.

This instruction is completely retryable. )

14



)
BRIND (Branch on Indicator)

RR Format

ZACB (Zoned Address to Coded Binary)

RR Format

Op Code Rl R2

1 1_7__EB
o 78 1112 15

Op Code Rl R2

1~__14__EGJ
o 18 1112 15

Function

BRIND emulates several of the 7080 conditional transfer
instructions.

Description

BRIND tests the E80 dynamic status indicators in FPR 0 to
emulate the 7080 transfer instructions TRS, TRH, and
TRE. If the particular bit being tested is on, the branch is
made by moving the 7080 JAR to the 7080 IC, converting
the IAR contents to zoned-address type B in the process.

This instruction is retryable up to the last two machine
cycles in a Model 165, and up to the fourth machine cycle
in a Model 165 II or 168.

Function

ZACB converts the contents of the Rl general register from
zoned-address fonnat to its coded binary equivalent, and
returns the results to the same register.

Description

In conversion, each zoned decimal address yields a unique
(but not necessarily sequential) binary address.

The address conversion takes into consideration the mode
of operation, the memory size of the emulated system, and
the relocation address in FPR 2 bytes 4-7.

This instruction is retryable up to the last machine cycle
in a Model 165, and up to the second machine cycle in a
Model 165 II or 168.

Bits Function

Function

RR Format

8RIF (Branch If)

This instruction is completely retryable.

ZAPZ (Zoned Address Plus Zero)

RR Format

Description

The contents of the R2 general register are changed from
zoned-address type A or B to zoned-address type B (with
ASU zones removed) and arc placed in the Rl register. In
addition, bits 25, 24. and 0 (corresponding to the 7080
80K, 40K, and 20K address bits) are altered under the
control of the Inode triggers in the following manner:
1. Bit 25 (thp, SOK bit) is blocked if the 7080 mode trigger

is off. \~
2. Bit 24 (th~\40K bit) is blocked if the 7080 mode trigger

is off and ...• the 705 1/11 mode trigger or 40K switch
trigger is on~

3. Bit 0 (the 20K bit) is blocked if the 705 1/11 ITIode
trigger is on and the 40K switch trigger and 7080 mode
trigger are both off.

This instruction is retryable up to the last machine cycle
in a Model 165, and up to the second machine cycle in a
Model 165 II or 168.

Op Code Rl R2

1~__09__~
o 78 1112 15

Function

ZAPZ removes the ASU zones from a zoned address in the
R2 general register, forces it to confonn to proper memory
bounds by wraparound, and places the resulting zoned
address in the R1 general register.

8
9

10
11

Instruction Bit

o
1
2
3

BRIF effects a conditional 7080 transfer based on the
System/370 condition code.

Description

The condition code specified by the mask is tested. If the
test is successful, a branch is made by moving the 7080 IAR
contents to the 7080 IC, converting the fAR contents to
zoned-address type B in the process.

Condition Code

Op Code Rl R2

1~__12__~
o 18 1112 15

8 If on, the FPR 0 bits tested by the mask are reset.
9 Mask bit for bit 1 of selected byte in FPR O.

10 Mask bit for bit 5 of selected byte in FPR O.
11 Mask bit for bit 6 of selected byte in FPR O.
12 Mask bit for bit 7 of selected byte in FPR O.
13 If = 0 (of0 and if tested bits* 0, branch is taken.

If =1 (on) and if tested bits =0, branch is taken.
14, 15 Selects the indicator byte in FPR 0 to be tested.

)

)
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RR Format

ZAMF (Zoned Address Minus Five)

ZAPON (Zoned Address Plus One)

ZAPF (Zoned Address Plus Five)

RR Format

)

)

Rl R2

78 1112 15

Op Code

CSELR (Convert Select Register)

RR Format

Function

The zoned address in the R 1 general register is decremented
to the next lower 4 or 9 location.

Description

ZAMF is essentially identical to ZAPF, except that the
address in R 1, instead of going to the next higher 4 or 9
address, goes to the next lower 4 or 9 address. (For
example, 0009 goes to 0004, and 0013 goes to 0009.) If
the content of the Rl general register is less than 4, the
result is the corrected output after the mode-trigger
blocking of bits 25, 24, and 0 is applied to the decimal
value of 159,999.

This instruction is completely retryable in a Model 165,
and is retryable up to the second machine cycle in a Model
165 II or 168.

Description

A 24-bit System/370 address is obtained by (I) performing
an eight-bit left shift on the R 1 select register (GR 2), (2)
Inserting bits 0-7 of GR 2 into bits 24-31, (3) converting
the result by way of the select encoder, and (4) shifting the
result right three bit positions. The address then has the
following structure:

In the resulting address:

I0000 0000 I0000 1xxx Ixxxx xxxv I
o 7 8 1516 23

I. Bits 0-11 are always zeros.
2. Bit 12 is always one.
3. Bits 13-22 (x's) are the output of the zoned-address to

coded-binary converter.
4. Bit 23 (y) is set to one if bit 6 of the original content of

GR 2 is one~ otherwise it is set to zero.
The relocation value in FPR 4 is added to the 24-bit

System/370 address.
The address in GR 3 is incremented by the con tents of

select-table byte 3, which is fetched via the System/370
address calculated by CSELR.

This instruction is completely retryable in a Model 165,
and is retryable up to the third machine cycle in a Model
165 II or ]68.

An access exception can occur on the fetch of a
select-table byte.

1_15_~
o

Function

CSELR is used to convert a 7080 select address to a
System/370 address.

Rl R2

~
78 1112 15

Description

The contents of the Rl general register (in zoned-address
type A or B format) are incremented by one in the manner
of a 7080 AAM (Add Address to Memory) instruction and
then returned to the Rl register (in zoned-address type B
format) with ASU zones stripped and bits 25, 24, and 0
altered in the manner described in the ZAPZ instruction.

This instruction is retryable up to the last machine cycle
in a Model 165, and up to the second machine cycle in a
Model 165 II or 168.

Op Code Rl R2

1__14__EGJ
o 78 1112 15

Function

The zuned address in R I is incremen ted to the next higher
4 or 9 location.

Description

The contents of the R] register (in zoned-address type A or
B funnat) are incremented to the 4 or 9 location of the
next higher 7080 word. (For example .. 0004 goes to 0009
ur 0007 goes to 0014.) The carryout of the digit portion of
the zoned address is added to the zones (bits 25, 24, 0 and
I ) in the Olanner of a 7080 AAM instruction. The result is
returned to the sanle general regIster (in zoned-address type
B f( )rtnat) with ASU zones rellloved and bits 25, 24 and 0
altered in the nlanner described in the ZAPZ instruction.

This instructIon is retryable up to the last machine cycle
in a Model 165, and up to the second machine cycle in a
Model 165 II or ]68.

RR Format

Op Code

[ 14

o

Op Code Rl R2

1'--_14 ~
o 78 1112 15

Function

The zoned address in R 1 is incremented by one.

16
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4

CINZA (Convert Zoned Address)

RR Format

RSTER (Restore E80 Register)

RS Format

(R3 contains the op-code modifier.)

31

02Op Code Rl R3 82

1~__83_---.j~ OO_O __
o 7 8 11 12 15 16 1920

Op Code Rl R2

1 15__~ .

o 78 1112 15

Function

)

CINZA facilitates E80 interruption handling by providing
the capability for rapid storing of register contents in E80
storage. Binary zeros are converted to BCD format ·and the
byte sequence is reversed before storing.

Description

The contents of the Rl general register are converted from
zoned-address type B to type A, with the byte sequence
reversed. (Thus the contents of byte 0 go into byte 3, the
contents of byte 1 go into byte 2, etc.) The doubleword
(with the converted contents of the Rl general register in
bytes 0-3 and the E80 zeros in bytes 4-7) is then stored in
System/370 ·main storage at the address contained in GR 3.
The address in GR 3, which must point to the doubleword
boundary, is incremented by eight.

This instruction is retryable up to the last machine cycle
in a Model 165, and up to the third machine cycle in a
Model 165 II or 168.

An access exception can occur on a storage reference to
the address in GR 3.

Function

RSTER facilitates emulation of the 7080 LIP (Leave
Interrupt Program) instruction by providing the capability
for restoring E80 register contents from central storage
(CASU 15). RSTER performs essentially the reverse of the
CINZA special instruction.

Description

The System/370 word specified by the address in GR 3 is
fetched and changed from zoned-address type A to type B,
and the byte sequence is reversed. The result is placed in
the Rl general register. In addition, the address in GR 3 is
incremented by eight.

This instruction is retryable up to the last machine cycle.

ATFS (Modulo 256 Addition)

UNSPC (Convert and Store SPC)

RR Format
Op Code Rl R2

1 15_r2EJ

UNSPC converts the E80 starting point counter (SPC) to a
four-byte constant which corresponds to the four char
acters stored in CASU 15 word 1 by the 7080 when an
automatic interruption occurs.

Description

The UNSPC result is achieved by (1) subtracting the
relocation value (contained in FPR 4 bytes 4-7) from the
System/370 address in GR 7 and (2) sending this value
through the UNSPC decoder (described earlier). The byte
sequence is then reversed and this function, together with
four E80 BCD zeros in bytes 4-7, is stored in the
doubleword location given by GR 3. GR 3 is then incre
mented by eight.

This instruction is completely retryable in a Model 165,
and is retryable up to the third machine cycle in a Model
165 lIar 168.

An access exception can occur on a storage reference to
the address in GR 3.

)

o
Function

78 1112 15

RR Format

Op Code Rl R2

1~__15__~
o 78 1112 15

Function

ATFS provides 256-byte wraparound capability for emula
tion of E80 storage functions.

Description

GR 3 byte 3 is added to byte 3 of the R1 general register.
Any carryout of the low-order byte of Rl is ignored. The
result replaces byte 3 of the Rl register.

This instruction is retryable up to the last machine cycle

I in a Model 165, and up to the third machine cycle in a
Model 165 II or 168.

\\\

LB (Load Buffe~

RR Format

Op Code R1 R2

I......-_OE_~
o 78 1112 15

Emulator Instruction Set 17



Function

LB moves characters in E80 memory serially to the
System/370 I/O buffer, and converts them from E80 BCD
format to EBCDIC format.

Function

LBM works identically to the LB instruction, except that
LBM tenninates when the buffer count is reduced to zero
or when the end of 20K E80 nlemory is sensed.

Description

This operation depends on GR's 2, 0, and 1 to determine,
respectively, the number of bytes to be moved, the E80
address of the first character to be moved, and the
System/370 address of the I/O buffer. It terminates when
an E80 group mark is sensed or when the count in GR 2 is
reduced to zero. If a no-bit byte (hex 00) is sensed, an
abnormal termination is forced. Such termination forces a
System/370 branch to the address obtained from FPR 2
plus hex 60, and the contents of GR's 0, 1, and 2 are the
same as for the normal termination by sensing a group
mark. (The microprogram samples for a pending inter
ruption at the completion of every fifth doubleword going
to the System/370 I/O buffer.) The contents of GR's 0, 1,
and 2 are as follows:

GR Contt!nts at Start Contents at Termination

Description

LBM samples every fifth doubleword going into the
System/370 I/O buffer. Sensing a no-bit byte in LBM
results in the same abnormal termination as sensing a no-bit
byte in LB. The contents of GR's 0, 1, and 2 are as follows:

)

Contents at Termination

The zoned address of the
next character in E80
memory, if terminated by
buffer count equal to zero;
otherwise the zoned
address is one higher than
the 20K E80 memory
boundary.

Unpredictable.

Contents at Start

Zoned-address type A
or B pointing to the
first E80 memory
character to be
moved.

System/370 I/O buff
er address.

Binary count equal to
the buffer size.

2

o

GR

Zero if no end of 20K E80
memory is sensed; Minus
one if end of 20K E80
memory is sensed at the
same time count reaches
zero. A residue count spec
ifying the number of un
filled buffer positions
when the operation is ter
minated.

The contents of GR3, a work register, are unpredictable at
instruction tennination.

The zoned address of the
next character in E80
memory if tenninated by
buffer count equal to zero.
Otherwise, the zoned
address points to a 0/5 E80
memory location which is
ten higher than that of the
block containing the group
mark.

Unpredictable.System/370 I/O buf
fer address.

Zoned-address type A
or B pointing to the
first E80 memory
character to be
moved.

o

An access exception can occur on a reference to a 7080
memory or buffer address.

This instruction is retryable in a Model 165 until GR's 0,
I. and 2 are changed in the ending routine, and is retryable
up to the seventh machine cycle in a Model 165 II or 168.

Binary count equal to
the buffer size.

2 Zero if no group mark is
sensed; otherwise the resi
due count is equal to the
number of unruled buffer
positions.

The contents of GR3, a work register. are unpredictable at
instruction tennination.

An access exception can occur on a reference to a 7080
memory or buffer address.

This instruction is retryable in a Model 165 until GR's 0"
I. and 2 are changed in the ending routine, and is retryable
up to the seventh machine cycle in a Model 165 II or J68.

LBM (Load Buffer to Memory Boundary)

UBS (Unload Buffer Serial)

RR Format

Op Code Rl R2

I OF_~
o 78 1112 15

RR Format

Op Code Rl R2

I OE_~
o 78 1112 15

Function

UBS moves characters serially from a System/370 I/O
buffer into E80 memory and translates these characters
from EBCDIC fonnat to E80 BCD format at the same time.
VBS is designed for the emulation of 7080 serial read
operations.

)
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UBP (Unload Buffer Parallel)

An access exception can occur on a reference to a 7080
memory or buffer address.

This instruction is retryable in a Model 165 until GR's 0
I. and 2 are changed in the ending routine, and is retryabl~
up to the second machine cycle in a Model 165 II or 168.

Contents at Termination

The zoned address pointing
to a 0/5 address of the
next block of five charac
ters, if the count is zero;
otherwise it is 0000.

Last doubleword address
referenced.

Binary count equal to
the number of bytes
to be moved.

Contents at Start

Zoned-address type A
or B pointing to the
first position of the
E80 memory receiv
ing area.

System/370 I/O buff
er address.

2

GR

o

o

Zero or a residual count
which equals the number
of characters remaining in
the buffer when E80 end
of-memory is sensed.

The contents of GR 3, a work register, are unpredictable at
instruction termination.

either on zero count (GR 5) or on E80 end-of-memory. If
the last character transmitted into E80 memory has no 4/9
address, the remaining character positions of that E80 word
are filled with E80 group marks. E80 end-of-memory is
caused by the following conditions:
1. The zoned address steps past 19,999 if the 7080 mode

trigger and 40K switch trigger are off, and the 705 1/11
trigger is on.

2. The zoned address steps past 39,999 if the 7080 mode
trigger is off and the 705 1/11 mode trigger or 40K
switch trigger is on.

3. The zoned address steps past 79,999 if the 7080 mode
trigger is off or if the 80K switch trigger is on.

4. The zoned address steps past 159,999.
The contents of the GR's are as follows:

An access exception can occur on a reference to a 7080
memory or buffer address.

This instruction is retryable in a Model 165 until GR's 0,
1, and 2 are changed in the ending routine, and is retryable
up to the second machine cycle in a Model 165 II or 168.

Function

The CERZ I,instruction converts binary zeros in a general
register to I\CD zeros.

Description \

The zoned address from the RI general register is converted
into zoned-address type A and stored back into the general
register. For example, those characters with 0000 (binary
zero) values for the numeric bits are changed to 1010 (BCD
zero). No adjustment is made to the zones of the thousands
and units positions of the zoned address. The digit portion
of each zoned-address byte having value greater than

CERZ (Convert Eighty Register Zeros)

RR Format

Op Code R1 R2

1 13__~
78 1112 15

Contents at Termination

Last doubleword address
referenced.

Zero.

Zoned address one higher
than the last receiving
zoned-address.

1112 15

Contents at Start

78

2

o

GR

~oned-address type A
~r B pointing to the
first position of the
E80 memory receiv
ing area.

System/370 I/O buff
er address.

Binary count equal to
the number of bytes
to be moved.

The contents of GR 3, a work register, are unpredictable at
instruction termination.

RR Format

Op Code R1 R2

I_OF_o=J
o

Function

UBP moves characters five at a time from a System/370 I/O
huffer into E80 memory and translates these characters
from EBCDIC format toE80 BCD format. UBP aids
emulation of 7080 communication channel read operations.

Description

UBP performs essentially the same functions as the UBS
instruction, including sampling for interruptions, but UBP
has a different set of terminating conditions. It terminates

Description

Data is moved from the System/370. I/O buffer to E80
. memory and converted from EBCDIC format to E80 BCD

format. This operation is defined by the contents of GR's
0, 1, and 2, specifying, respectively, the E80 address in
zoned-address format, the System/370 I/O buffer address,
and the binary count of the number of bytes to be moved.
During the operation, if end-of-memory is encountered (as
determined by the current settings of the 7080 mode
trigger, the 705 1/11 mode trigger, and the 40K switch
trigger), the zoned address wraps, which forces data to be
put into E80 memory position 0000. Sensing the count of
zero terminates the operation. After every fifth doubleword
is unloaded, translated, and the corresponding 7080 word
(the eighth) is written into 7080 memory, the micropro
gram samples for a pending interruption.

The contents of the GR's involved are as follows:

)

)
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31

31

hex nIne yields results subject to the rules of the E80 adder
under decimal-correct operation.

ThIs Instruction is retryable up to the last machine cycle
in a Model 165. but not retryable in a Model 165 II or 168.

SALSM (Search and Locate Storage Mark)

RS Format

Op Code Rl R3 82 02

I~__A_E__.~ O_O_O _

o 7 8 11 12 15 16 19 20

EADD (Emulated Add)

RS Format

Op Code Rl R3 82 02

1....__86__~.....__O_O_O _
o 7 8 11 12 15 16 19 20

(R3 contains the op-eode modifier.)

Function

EADD emulates the 7080 ADD instruction.

Description

The numeric field whose units position in E80 memory is
addressed by MAC I CB (memory address cout:lter I coded
binary) (GR 9) is added to the E80 storage field addressed
by SAR (GR 5). EADD follows the rules of the 7080 ADD
instruction, with the following exceptions:
1. Inclusion of special characters in the arithmetic fields

may not yield the same inconsistent results as in the
7080.

2. A 904 check condition does not terminate the add
operation, which continues as if the 904 switch were not
on. This allows emulator program handling of overflow
conditions.

3. If a 904 or 905 check condition is detected and the
corresponding check switch trigger is on, the appropriate
check bit in FPR 0 is turned on and a forced
System/370 branch is taken to the address hex 10
greater than the one in FPR 2.

, 4. In a Model 165" the mIcroprogram samples for a pending
interruption after every fifth doubleword of E80 storage
used.

5. If no terminating storage mark is found, the micropro
gram exits to the address hex 80 greater than the one in
FPR 2.

An access exception can occur on a reference to 7080
memory.

This instruction IS retryabJe until the first word of the
sum is stored" which could be the last machine cycle if the
sum is contained In one doubleword.
E80 register contents at the end of the operation are:

GR Function Contents

2-3 Work registers Unpredictable.
4 MAC I Unpredictable.
5 SAR unpredictable.

6-8 Unchanged.
9 (Model 165) Unchanged.
9 MAC I CD (Model 165 II or 168) Original con

tents restored after GR 9 used as a
work register.

10-15 Unchanged.

FPR

(R3 contains the op-code modifier.)

Function

SALSM searches E80 storage addressed by SAR (GR 5) and
determInes the location of the limiting storage mark.

Description

The address of the storage mark is placed in GR 4. The
absence of a limiting storage mark in the addressed storage
bank causes the instruction to exit to the address hex 80
greater than the one in FPR 2.

This Instruction is completely retryable.

SPECIAL EMULATOR INSTRUCTIONS

l~) ac.:hleve the :speed required, a number of 7080 opera
tions must be emulated entirely by microprogramming and
hardware. They are grouped as follows'

Memorv to Storage: EADD, ECMP, ELDA, ELFC, ELOD,
El.SB. EMPY. ERAD, ERSU, ESUB, ETLH~ and ETLE.

.\'toraKe to ~emory: EAAM, EADM" ESPR, EST, EUFC,
fl rl A. FUf\JL. and EUSB.

M~tnnr\ /n Memorv' EBLM, EBLMS. ESND, ElMT,
FTMTS. ETCT. and ETCR.

SrtJraKc' Field Manipulation: ESET, ESHR, ESPC, and
fRNf)

Ina/rec! Addres~ Instruction: EEIA (which enables indirect
addJe~slng in 7080 mode).

lrallf;Jer FTRP. ETRZ, and ETR.

These lnstructlons work identically to their 7080 counter
part~. with the exception of some pecularities of the 7080
thai are not duplicated. Where such cases exist, a descrip
tion ,It rhe dissimilarity is given.

AntfunerH: uperations involving special characters do not
necessarily yield the same inconsistent results that the 7080
ylelds

20

6 Wark register Unpredictable.

)

•

)



Function

(R3 contains the op-code modifier.)

ELDA emulates the 7080 LDA instruction.

ECMP (Emulated Compare)

RS Format

31

Contents

Unpredictable.
Unpredictable.
Unpredictable.
Unchanged.

Function

Work registers
MACI
SAR

GR

2-3
4
5

6-15

address in the SAR (GR 5) as a five-digit numeric field in
705 III mode or as a six-digit numeric field in 7080 mode.

ELDA follows the rules for the 7080 LDA instruction,
with one exception: If the E80 address does not end in 4/9,
neither the 900 check bit nor the ANY check bit is turned
on, but a System/370 branch is forced to the address hex
20 greater than the one in FPR 2.

This instruction is completely retryable in a Model 165,
and is retryable up to the thirteenth machine cycle in a
Model 165 lIar 168.

E80 register contents at the end of the operation are:

ELFC (Emulated Load Four Characters)
RS Format

Op Code Rl R3 82 02

I 86 ~ OO_O _

o 7 8 11 12 15 16 19 20

(R3 contains the op-code modifier.)

Function

ELFC emulates the 7080 LFC instruction.

Description

Four characters at the MAC I CB (GR 9) in E80 memory
are moved to E80 storage at the address of the SAR
(GR 5).

ELFC follows the rules of the 7080 LFC instruction, with
the following exception: If ELFC is given in 705 1/11 or 705
III mode, the 900 check bit (in FPR 0) is not turned on,
but a System/370 branch is forced to the address hex 20
greater than the one in FPR 2.

This instruction is completely retryable in a Model] 65,
and is retryable in a Model 165 II or 168 up to the point of
storing the first result field.
E80 register contents at the end of the operation are:

GR Function Contents

2-3 Work registers Unpredictable.
4 MAC I Unpredictable.
5 SAR Unpredictable.

6-8 _I: Unchanged.
9 -~\ (Model 165) Unchanged.
9 wo~ register (Model 165 II or 168) Unpredictable.

10-15 Unchanged.

EL.OD (Emulated Lilad)
RS Format

Op Code Rl R3 82 02I 86 ~~---OO-O---

o 7 8 11 12 15 16 19 20 31

(R3 contains the op-code modifier.)

31

31

02

Op Code Rl R3 82 02

11...__86__~....__O_O_O _

o 7 8 11 12 16 16 19 20

Function

ECMP emulates the 7080 CMP instruction.

Description

The E80 storage field addressed by the SAR (GR 5) is
compared to the E80 memory field addressed by the MAC I
CB (GR 9), following the rules of the 7080 CMP instruc
tion, with two exceptions:
I. The microprogram samples for interruptions after the

comparison of every fifth doubleword of E80 storage.
2. If no terminating storage mark is found, the micropro

gram exits to the address hex 80 greater than the one in
FPR2.

An access exception can occur on a reference to 7080
memory.
This instruction is completely retryable.
E80 register contents at the end of the operation are·

GR Function Contents

ELDA (Emulated Load Address)

RS Format

0.2.3 Work registers Unpredicta ble.
4 MACI Zoned-add ress type B of the last

block compared, minus 5.
5 SAR Address of last doubleword of E80

storage to be used, plus 8.
6 JAR Current E80 operand.
7 SPC Unchanged.
9 MAC 1CB (Model 165) Current E80 operand.
9 MAC I CB (Model 165 II or 168) Original con-

tents restored after use as a work
register.

11 MAC II Unchanged.
f'PR

0 Status Compare status (in byte 3).
6 Work register Unpredictable.

Description

The four-character instruction address in E80 memory at
the MAC I CB (GR 9) is placed in E80 storage at the

Op Code Rl R3 82

I 86 ~.... OO_O _
o 1 8 11 12 15 16 19 20

(R3 contains the op-code modifier.)

)

)

)..
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(R3 contains the op-eode modifier.)

EMPY (Emulated Multiply)
RS Format

-,'

)

31

02

Function

EMPY emulates the 7080 MPY instruction.

Description

The multiplicand at the address in the MAC I CB in E80
memory is multiplied by the value in E80 storage at the
address in the SAR (GR 5). Multiplication is accomplished
by addition of partial products previously stored in a table
(Figure 2) in System/370 storage.

Op Code Rl R3 82

1~__86 ~~__OO_O _

o 7 8 11 12 15 16 19 20

E80 register contents at the end of the operation are:
GR Function Contents

2-3 Work registers Unpredictable.
4 MAC I Unpredictable.
5 SAR Unpredictable.

/

6-8 Unchanged.
9 (Model 165) Unchanged.
9 Work register (Model 165 II or 168) Unpredictable.

10-15 Unchanged.

Description

The field in E80 memory at the address in the MAC I CB
(GR 9) is loaded into E80 storage at the address in the SAR
(GR 5).

ELOD follows the rules of the 7080 instruction, with two
exceptions:
1. The microprogram samples for a pending interruption

after every fifth doubleword loaded into E80 storage.
2. If no terminating storage mark is found, the micropro

gram exits to the address hex 80 greater than the one in
FPR2.

An access exception can occur on a reference to 7080
memory.

This instruction is retryable in a Model 165 up to the
ending routine, when status is changed,and is retryable in a
Model 165 II or 168 up to the point of storing the first
result field.
E80 register contents at the end of the operation are:
GR Function Contents

2-3 Work registers Unpredictable.
4 MAC I Unpredictable.
5 SAR Unpredictable.

6-8 Unchanged.
9 (Model 165) Unchanged.
9 Work register (Model 165 II or 168) Unpredictable.

10-15 Unchanged.

Function

ELOn emulates the 7080 LOD instruction.

31

ELsa (Emulated Load Storage Bank)
RS Format
Op Code Rl R3 82 02

I 86 ~~ oo_o _
o 7 8 11 12 15 16 19 20

(R3 contains the op-code modifier.)

Function

ELSB emulates the 7080 LSB instruction.
Description

The 256 characters in E80 memory, with the low-order
character addressed by MAC I CB, are loaded with E80
storage starting at the address in SAR (GR 5).

ELSB follows the rules of the 7080 LSB instruction, with
two exceptions:
I. If ELSB is given in non-7080 mode, a System/370

branch is forced to the address hex 20 greater than the
one in FPR 2.

2. The 900 check bit in FPR 0 is not set on. This action
identifies an E80 comma instruction given in non-7080
mode.

An access exception can occur on a reference to 7080
memory.

This instruction is completely retryable in a Model 165,
and is retryable in a Model 165 II or 168 up to the point of
storing the first result field.

Multi- Multiplicand Table
plier 8 9 2 3 4 5 6 7 Decrement (Hex)

1 08 09 02 03 04 05 06 07 -08
2 16 18 04 06 08 10 12 14 -10
3 24 27 06 09 12 15 18 21 -18
4 32 36 08 12 16 20 24 28 -20
5 40 45 10 15 20 25 30 35 -28
6 48 54 12 18 24 30 36 42 -30
7 56 63 14 21 28 35 42 49 -38
8 64 72 16 24 32 40 48 56 -40
9 72 81 18 27 36 45 54 63 -48
A 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 -50

1. The 7080 multiplicand (addressed by MAC I CB) is loaded from E80
memory into ESO working storage bank 5 prior to the actual multiply
operation in order to facilitate addressing the product table during multiply
loops. The multiplier is addressed by the storage address register (SAR).

2. A = E80 BCD zero.

3. Multiplication by B, C, 0, E, or F is equivalent to multiplication by
1, 2, 3, 4, or 5, respectively. (Arithmetic operations involving speciaJ
characters do not necessarily yield the same inconsistent results as in
the 7080.)

4. The table arguments are the hexadecimal representations of the numeric
portion (bits 4-7) of the E80 characters; the functions are one-byte
fields of the product in packed-decimal format.

5. The table starts at the location eight less than the one specified by
FPR 4 bytes 4-7. The search argument is developed by decrementing
the table address by the hex value corresponding to a particular multi
plier digit and by fetching the doubleword at that location. The multi
pi icand digit is referenced and the correct product is selected.

..

..

)
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EMPY follows the rules of the 7080 MPY instruction,
with the following exceptions:
1. If the multiplier is a storage mark, EMPY does not

replace the storage mark with a zero. EMPY steps SPC
plus hex 128 and places a zero and a storage mark at
that location.

2. If the units position of the multiplier is a special
character, the product obtained from the EMPY does
not match the product obtained from the 7080 MPY in
all cases.

3. If a 905 check condition is detected and the correspond
ing check-switch trigger is on, the appropriate 'check bit
in FPR 0 is turned on and a System/370 branch is
forced to the address hex 10 greater than the one in
FPR2.

4. The microprogram samples for an interruption at the
completion of every multiplier character operation.

5. If EMPY goes into an unending loop,'an exit is taken to
the address hex 80 greater than the one in FPR 2.

An access exception can occur on a reference to 7080
memory or to a storage bank 5 address.

This instruction is retryable until the first word of the
multiplicand is stored in storage bank 5.

E80 register contents at the end of the operation are:

Function

ERAD emulates the 7080 RAD instruction.

Description

The numeric field in E80 memory at the address in the
MAC I CB (GR 9) is entered into E80 storage starting at the
address in the SAR (GR 5).

ERAD follows the rules of the 7080 RAD instruction
with the following exceptions: •
1. If a 905 condition is detected and the 905 check-switch

trigger is on, a forced System/370 branch is taken to the
address hex 10 greater than the one in FPR 2. .

2. The microprogram samples for a pending interruption at
the completion of every fifth doubleword going into
E80 storage.

3. A field length exceeding 640 bytes may cause an exit to
the address hex 80 greater than the one in FPR 2.

An access exception can occur on a reference to 7080
memory.

This instruction is retryable until the first word of the
sum is stored, which could be the last machine cycle if the
sum is contained within a doubleword.

E80 register contents at the end of the operation are:

)
GR Function Contents

2-3 Work registers Unpredictable.
4 MAC I Unpredictable.
5 SAR Unpredictable.
6 JAR Unchanged.
7 SPC Pointer to the units posit ion of

the product (the initial SPC plus
hex 128).

9 MAC I CD (Model 165) Unchanged.
9 MAC J CD (Model 165 II or 168) Original con-

tents restored after use as a work
register.

11 MAC If Unchanged.

FPR

6 Work register Unpredictable.

GR Function Contents

2-3 Work registers Unpredictable.
4 MAC I Unpredictable.
5 SAR Unpredictable.

6-8 Unchanged.
9 (Model 165) Unchanged.
9 MAC I CD (Model 165 II or 168) Original con-

tents restored after use as a work
register.

10-15 Unchanged.

FPR

6 Work register Unpredictable.

ERSU (Emulated Reset and Subtract)

RS Format

(R3 contains the op-code modifier.)

ERAD (Emulated Reset and Add)

000

02

Description

The numeric field in E80 memory at the address in the
MAC I CB (G R 9) is entered into E80 storage starting at the
address in the SAR (GR 5).

Function

ERSU emulates the 7080 RSU instruction.

RS Format

Op Code Rl R3 82

I B61~
o \ 78 1112 1516 19....20--------31

(R3 contains the op-eode modifier.)

\

31

02Op Code Rl R3 82

1__8_6__~ 0_0_0 _

o 7 8 11 12 15 16 19 20

If EMPY is given with ASU =1= 0 or if the product is longer
than 128 bytes, the instruction is not valid, and a branch is
taken to the address hex 70 greater than the one in FPR 2
bytes 1-3. .

)
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The ERSU instruction follows the rules of the 7080 RSU
instruction, with the following exceptions:
1. If a 905 condition is detected and the 905 check-switch

tn.gger is on, a forced System/370 branch is executed to
the address obtained from FPR 2 plus hex 10.

2 The microprogram samples for a pending interruption at
the completion of every fifth doubleword going into
E80 storage.

I An access exception can occur on a reference to 7080
memory.

This instruction is retryable until the first word of the
sum is stored, which could be the last machine cycle if the
sum is contained within a doubleword.

E80 register contents at the end of the operation are:

check bit in FPR 0 is turned on and a forced
System/370 branch is taken to the address hex 10
greater than the one in FPR 2.

4. The microprogram samples for a pending interruption
after every fifth doubleword of E80 storage used.

5. I f no terminating storage mark is found, the micropro
gram exits to the address hex 80 greater than the one in
FPR 2.

An access exception can occur on a reference to 7080
memory.

This instruction is retryable until the first word of the
sum is stored, which could be the last cycle if the sum is
contained within a doubleword.

E80 register contents at the end of the operation are:

GR Function Contents GR Function Contents

2-3 Work registers Unpredictable. 2-3 Work registers Unpredictable.

4 MAC I Unpredictable. 4 MAC I Unpredictable.

5 SAR Unpredictable. 5 SAR Unpred ictable.

6-8 Unchanged. 6-8 Unchanged.

9 (Model 165) Unchanged. 9 (Model 165) Unchanged.

9 MAC I CB (Model 165 II or 168) Original con- 9 MAC I CB (Model 165 II or 168) Original con-

tents restored after use as a work tents restored after use as a work

register. register.

10-15 Unchanged. 10-15 Unchanged.

FPR FPR

6 Work register Unpredictable. 6 Work register Unpredictable. )

ESUB (Emulated Subtract) EAAM (Emulated Add Address to Memory)

RS Format

31

02Rl R3 82

~ o_oo _
7 8 11 12 15 16 19 20

RSFormat

Op Code Rl R3 82 D2 Op Code

I 86 1~ oo_o 1 I AF

....0-----78 1112 15 16 1920 31 0

(RJ contains the op-code modifier.) x =Not important

Function Function

ESU Ii emulates the 7080 SUB instruction. EAAM emulates the 7080 AAM instruction.

Descrlp tion

ESU B follows the rules of the 7080 SU B instruction with
the following exceptions:
I. Inl:lusion of special characters in the arithmetic fields

may not yield the same inconsistent results as in the
70XO.

"l A 404 check condition does not terminate the opera
lion. which continues as if the 904 switch were not on.
rills allows emulator program handling of overflow
l:onditions.

3. If a 904 or 905 check condition is detected and the
l:orresponding check-switch trigger is on, the appropriate

Description

Up to five digits (705 III mode) or six digits (7080 mode)
in E80 storage are added to a four-character address in E80
memory to develop an incremented memory address.

The EAAM instruction follows the rules of the 7080
AAM instruction with one exception: for E80 memory
addresses not ending in 4/9, no error check is forced, and
the operation goes to completion by treating the address as
if it ends in 4/9 in the same memory word.

This instruction is completely retryable.
E80 register contents at the end of operation are

unchanged.

",

)
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EADM (Emulated Add to Memory)

31

)
RSFormat

Op Code

I AD

o

Rt R3 82 02

~ ao_o_:__.....l

78 1112 1516 192Q

An access exception can occur on a reference to 7080
memory.

This instruction is completely retryable in a Model 165,
and is retryable up to the seventh machine cycle in a Model
165 II or 168. This instruction can be interrupted' at any
time other than when insignificant characters are' being
replaced with blanks.

E80 register contents at the end of the operation are:

(R3 contains the op-eode modifier.)

Function

EADM, an interruptible instruction,. em.tJ'Jates the 7080;
ADM instruction.

GR Function

0-3 Work registers
4-15

EST (Emulated Store)

Contents

Unpredictable.
Unchanged.

ESPR (Emulated StorefmrPmtt).

Description

A field in E80 storage is; added. to a field iiI. F.8Q memory..
The addition is carried QUIt: in two different ways" depend
ing on whether the fielIf in E80 metlmcmy is signed or
unsigned. In either case,. tlie result replaces the memory
field.

The EADM instrtICtiitInl follbws the mJes of the 1080
ADM instruction.

An access exceptiOtn C1lIlll Q'CCUr on z refemmae to 7080
memory.

This instruction is retnJ~ in a Model 16S 1mp until the
first word of the sum is~ or until a SOUJrce data refill is
needed, and is retryahJe iJm 31 Madel 165 n 01" 168 up to the
seventh machine cycle..

E80 register contents 2l tth em:d of the opaation are:

GR Function Contents

0-3 Work registem trnp.redictabJe..
4-15 lUDcltanged..

31

Contents

Not significant.
Unchanged.

R1 R3 82 02

~~__oo_o _
7 8 11 12 15 16 19 20

Function

Work registers

GR

0-3
4-15

RS Format

Op Code

EST emulates the 7080 ST instruction.

(R3 contains the op-eode modifier.)

Function

Description

A numeric field in E80 storage is placed in E80 memory.
The rules followed by EST differ from those of the 7080

ST instruction only in that the microprogra~ exits to the
address hex 80 greater than the one in FPR 2 if no
terminating storage mark is found.

An access exception can occur on a reference to 7080
memory.

This instruction is retryable up to the storing of the first
result field.

E80 register contents at the end of the operation are:

I AC
o

31

D2R1 R3 82

~ ooo _
78 tt1i2 115 t6, 1920

Op Code

RSFormat

I AD

o

)

(R3 contains the op-code madiifiier.-.):

Function EUFC (Emulated Unload Four Characters)

31

)

ESPR, an interruptible iimst!Jnmdjo'O, e'mwate5 dne 1080 SPR
instruction.

Description

A field in E80 sto£3F is pEa.ced in. E80 mmanory with
discriminative action by~ ilm1stI'uCtioD_ As wiith the 1080
SPR instruction, ESPR is llIl<OtrLtLa.1ly used to~ data for
printing. The rules fQ'~edi &]f ESPR dMelf fromrn those of
the 7080 SPR instructioIm <mly in that the mmiXcroprogrnm
exits to the address b.ex $({}) greater thm th.e OJme in FPR 2 if
no terminating storage mmamk. is found.,

RS Format);:;

Op Code \ Rl R3 82 02

I A9 t~__o_oo __
o 7 8 11 12 15 16 19 20

(R3 contains the op-code modifier.)

Function

EUFC emulates the 7080 UFC instruction.
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EULA (Emulated Unload Address)

Description

Four characters at the SAR (GR 5) in E80 storage are
moved to E80 memory at the location addressed by MAC I
CB (GR 9).

EUFC follows the rules of the 7080 UFC instruction with
two exceptions:

1. If EUFC is given in 705 1/11 or 705 III mode, a
System/370 branch is forced to the location of the
address hex 20 greater than the contents of FPR 2.

2. The 900 check bit in FPR 0 is not set on. This action
identifies an E80 comma instruction given in non·7080
nlode.

An access exception can occur on a reference to 7080
memory.

This instruction is completely retryable.
E80 register contents at the end of the operation are:

)

31

Con1ents

Unpredictable.
Unchanged.

F'unction

Work registers0-3
4-15

GR

RS Format

EUNL (Emulated Unload)

Description

The field in E80 storage at the address in the SAR (GR 5) is
placed in E80 memory at the address in the MAC I CB
(GR 9). The rules of the 7080 UNL instruction are
followed, with one exception: the microprogram exits to
the address hex 80 greater than the one in FPR 2 if no
terminating storage rnark is found.

An access exception can occur on reference to 7080
nIcrnory.

This instruction is completely retryable.
E80 register contents at the end of operation arc:

(R3 contains the op-code modifier.)

Function

EUNL, an interruptible instruction, emulates the 7080
UNL instruction.

Op Code Rl R3 82 02

1l.-__A_9__~~__O_O_O _
o 7 8 11 12 15 16 19 20

31

02

Contents

Not significant.
Unchanged.

Rl R3 82

~~ oo_o _
7 8 11 12 15 16 19 20

Function

Work registers0-3
4-15

Op Code

RS Format

I A9

o

(RJ contains the op-eode modifier.)

Function

EULA emulates the 7080 ULA instruction.

Description

A five-digit (705 III mode) or a six-digit (7080 nlode)
nunleric field in E80 storage is moved to E80 memory as a
lour-character address field. The rules of the 70HO ULA
instruction are followed except that no 4/9 check is
performed. The address is t.reated as if it ended in 4/9 of
the same memory word.

An access exception can occur on a reference to 7080
Illcmory.

This instruction is conlpletely retryable.
E80 register contents at the end of the operation are:

31

2-1
4

5
b-15

Function

Work registers
MACI
SAR

( "oIl1f'nt ....

Not signifinlnL
Unpredichlhlc.
Unpredictable.
Unchanged.

EUSB (Emulated Unload Storage Bank)

RS Format

Op Code Rl R3 82 02

1 A_9__~....__OO_O ...,j

o 7 8 1 1 12 15 16 19 20

(R3 contains the op-code modifier.)

Function

EUSB elTIulatcs the 7080 USB instruction.

Description

Thc 256 characters in EHO storage starting ~It the ~Iddres~ in
the SAR (GR 5) are placed in E80 Illcnl0ry st,trting at the
address in the MAC I CD (GR 9).

EUSB follows the rules of the 7080 USB instruction with
two exceptions:

)
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1. If EUSB is given in 705 1/11 or 705 III mode, a
System/370 branch is forced to the address hex 20
greater than the one in FPR 2.

2. The 900 check bit in FPR 0 is not set on. This action
identifies an E80 comma instruction given in non-7080
mode.

An access exception can occur on a reference to 7080
memory.

This instruction is completely retryable in a Model 165,
and is retryable in a Model 165 II or 168 up to the storing
of the first result field.

E80 register contents at the end of the operation are:
EBLMS differs from EBLM in that in EBLMS the MAC II

address (in GR 11) is one greater than the last E80 ·memory
location blanked.

GR

0-3
4-15

Function

Work registers

Contents

Unpredictable.
Unchanged.

GR

0-3
4
5
6

7
9

11

Function

Work registers
MAC I
SAR
IAR

SPC
MAC I CB

MAC II

Contents

Unpredictable.
Unchanged.
Initial E80 storage address.
Original JAR converted to zoned
address type B with bits 0, 24,
and 25 removed.
Unchanged.
Current E80 operand in coded
binary format.
In zoned-address type B format,
the rllst 4/9 address following the
blanked area.

ESND (Emulated Send)

EBLM (Emulated Blank Memory)
EBLMS (Emulated Blank Memory Serial) RS Format

RS Format

31

(R3 contains the op-eode modifier.)

Op Code R1 R3 82 02

1__85__~ O_OO _

o 7 8 11 12 15 16 1920

31

02Op Code R1 R3 82

85 ~......__oo_o _
o 7 8 11 12 15 16 19 20

) (R3 contains the op-code modifier.)

Function

EBLM and EBLMS, both interruptible instructions, emulate
the 7080 BLM and BLM 01 (BLMS) instructions,
respectively.

Description

Blank characters are placed in E80 memory, starting at the
coded-binary equivalent of the zoned-address in MAC II
(GR 11). The number of five-character groups to be
blanked is indicated by the numerical value of the E80
address in the JAR (GR 6), modulo 20,000.

EBLM follows the rules of the 7080 BI.M with one
exception: If the MAC II address ends in other than 4 or 9,
the characters contained are blanked, and the MAC II
address is increased to the nearest address ending in 4 or 9.
EBLMS follows the rules of the 7080 BLM instruction.

An access exception can occur on a reference to 7080
memory.

This instruction is completely retryable in a Model 165,
and is retryable in a Model 165 II or 168 up to the
fourteenth machine cycle.

E80 register contents at the end of the operation are:

Function

ESN~, an interruptible instruction, emulates the 7080 SND
instruction.

Description

Characters are transmitted, five at a time, from the E80
memory location specified by IAR (GR 6) to the E80
address specified by MAC II (GR 11). The number of
five-character blocks transmitted will be equivalent to the
length of the E80 storage field whose units position is
addressed by SAR (GR 5).

ESND follows the rules of the 7080 SND instruction with
the following exceptions:
1. The IAR or MAC II address ending in other than 4/9 is

increased to the nearest address ending in 4 or 9.
2. If the instruction tenninati9n conditions do not exist,

the microprogram exits to the address hex 80 greater
than the one in FPR 2.

An acces~ exception can occur on a reference to 7080
memory. ~

This instr&ction is retryable in a Model 165 up until the
first word is, stored, and is retryable in a Model 165 II or
168 up to the\fourth machine cycle.

E80 register contents at the end of the operation are:

)
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(RJ contains the op-code modifier.)

RS Format

ETMT (Emulated Transmit)
ETMTS (Emulated Transmit Serial)

J

)

)

31

02

Contents

Last JAR data field.

Function

Work register

MAC II

MAC I CB

MAC I
SAR

JAR
SPC

MAC II

MAC J CB

Work register
MAC I
SAR
IAR

SPC

9

9

4
5

6
7
8
8

9

7
8
8

9

11

11

E80 base.
Unchanged.
Initial E80 storage address.
In zoned-address type B fonnat, the
first 4/9 address following the last
block of five characters transmitted.
Unchanged.
(Model 165) Unchanged.
(Model 165 II or 168) Original con-
tents restored after GR 8 used as a
work register.
(Model 165) Current E80 operand in
coded binary format.
(Model 165 II or 168) Original con-
tents restored after GR 9 used as a
work register.
In zoned-address type B format, the
first 4/9 address following the last
block of five characters received.

~80 register contents at the end of ETMTS operation are:
GR Function Contents

o Work register Buffer MAC II data.
1 Work register Buffer MAC II data.
2 Work register E80 base.
3 Work register JAR zoned-address type A of the

character one higher than the last
character transmitted.
Unchanged.
Storage address one character past
storage mark.
Unpredictable.
Unchanged.
(Model 165) Unchanged.
(Model 165 II or 168) Original con-
tents restored after GR 8 used as a
work register.
(Model 165) Current E80 operand in
coded binary format.
(Model 165 II or 168) Original con
tents restored after GR 9 used as a
work register.
In zoned-address type B fonnat, the
character one higher than the last
character received.

FPR
6

GR

3
4
5
6

(R3 contains the op-eode modifier.)

Function

ETCT, an interruptible instruction, emulates the 7080 Tel
instruction.

ETCT (Emulated Ten Character Transmit)

RS Format

Op Code Rl R3 82

1....__8_5__~....__o_oo ·1
o 7 8 11 ?~ 15 16 19 20

31

02

Contents

Unpredictable.
E80 base.
Unchanged.
One greater than the location of the
storage addresso
In zoned-address type B format, the
first 4/9 address following the last
block of five characters sent.
Unchanged.
(Model 165) Unchanged.
(Model 165 II or 168) Original con
tents restored after GR 8 used as a
work register.
(Model 165) Current E80 operand in
coded binary format.
(Model 165 II or 168) Original con
tents restored after GR 9 used as a
work register.
In zoned-address type B format, the
first 4/9 address following the last
block of five characters received.

MAC I (~B

JAR

MAC II

SP<

Function

Work register
Work register
MACJ
SAR

9

7

8
8

6

9

11

GR

2
3
4
5

DeS! 'Iption

(Oharacters are transmitted from the E80 memory location
spel'ltit,Ad hv fAR (GR 6) to the E80 location addressed by
MAC IIc'l,R II).

ETMT and ETMTS follow the 7080 TMT and TMTS
1f1~t I ull .. tn~ flllspectively, with the follOWIng exceptions·
I The tAR ur MAC II address ending in other than 4/9 is

In~reet~~d 10 the nearest address ending In 4 or 9.
~ 1h~ 1-.TM1 instruction terminates if a storage mark is

hlund In EMO memory.
An d~~ess exception can occur on a reference to 7080

m~nl(lrY

Both InSlrultlons are retryable in a Model 165 up to the
,. onll~ ot the first word. and are retryable in a Model 165 II
or lox up f(\ the tourth machine cycle.

The difference hetween ETMT and ETMTS instructions is
,el.o~nl/eu via ASU zoning in the previous DIL instruction.
l:~O regIster ~ontents at the end of ETMT operation are:

FunctIon

ETMT and ETMTS. both interruptible instructions, emulate
the 7080 TMT and TMT 01 (TMTS) instructions,
respectIvely

Op Code Rl R3 82

1~__85__~....__OO_O _

o 7 8 11 12 15 16 1920

2R



(R3 contains the op-eode modifer.)

Function

ETCR, an interruptible instruction, emulates the 7080 TCR
instruction.

31

D2

Contents

Terminating character -in right
most byte.
Unchanged.
Unchanged.
In zoned-address type B format,
the rrrst address ending in 9 that
fonows the last block of ten
characters transmitted.
Unchanged.
(Model 165) Current E80 operand
in coded binary format.
(Model 165 II or 168) Original
contents restored after GR9 used
as a work register.
In zoned-address type B format,
the rrrst address ending in 9 that
follows the last block of ten
characters received.

SPC
MAC I CB

MAC II

9

7
9

ESET (Emulated Set Left)

11

Op Code , Rl R3 82

I"'-'-A-E-~\~I__ooo .....
o ~8 11 12 15 16 1920

RS Format

GR Function

3 Work register

4 MACI
5 SAR
6 IAR

Description

Data is moved from the IAR address (in GR 6) to the MAC
II address (in GR 11). Via programming, the contents of
GR 6 and 11 are interchanged before and after execution of
the ETCR instruction. Addresses in GR 6 and 11 are not
required to have a units digit of 9.

The 903 indicator is not turned on if the instruction is
terminated by a group mark (this indicator is set via
programming). The terminating character is placed in the
rightmost byte of GR 3 so that, via programming, this byte
can be analyzed and the 903 indicator can be turned on, if
required.

ETCR can be executed in any mode.
An access exception can occur on a reference to 7080

memory~

This instruction is retryable in a Model 165 up to the
storing of the first word, andretryable in a Model 165 II or
168 up to the fourth machine cycle.

E80 contents at the end of the operation are:

ETCR (Emulated Ten Characters Receive)

RS Format

Description

Data is moved, in blocks of ten characters, from the E80
memory location specified by IAR (GR 6) to the E80

-location addressed by MAC II (GR I 1). Transmission
continues until a record mark (0001 1010) has been moved
from one memory address end~ng in 9 to another memory
address ending in 9.

ETCT follows the rules of the 7080 TCT instruction with
the following exceptions:
1. ETCT always starts to transmit with the E80 character

at the low-order position of the ten-character block
specified by the IAR address and depends on sensing a
record mark in byte 4 of every second block of five
blocks transmitted.

2. If ETCT is given in 705 1/11 or 705 III mode, a
System/370 branch is forced to the location of the
address specified by hex 20 plus the contents of FPR 2,
and the 900 check bit is not set on. Thus an E80 comma
instruction is identified in 705 1/11 or 705 III mode.

3. If the instruction tennination conditions do not exist,
the microprogram exits to the address hex 80 greater
than the one in FPR 2.

4. ETCT terminates on a storage mark in E80 memory.
An access exception can occur on a reference to 7080

memory.
This instruction is retryable in a Model 165 up to the

storing of the first word, and retryable in a Model 165 II or
168 up to the fourth machine cycle.

E80 register contents at the end of the operation are:
GR Function Contents

3 Work register E80 base.
4 MAC I Unchanged.
5 SAR Initial E80 storage address.
6 JAR In zoned-address type B format, the

first address ending in 9 following the
last block of ten characters trans
mitted.

7 SPC Unchanged.
8 (Model 165) Unchanged.
8 (Model 165 II or 168) Original con

tents restored after GR 8 used as a
work register.

9 MAC I CD (Model 165) Current E80 operand in
coded binary format.

9 (Model 165 II or 168) Original con
tents restored after GR 9 used as a
work register.

11 MAC II In zoned-address type B format, the
first address ending in 9 following
the last block of ten characters re
ceived.

)

Function

ESET, an interruptible instruction, emulates the 7080 SET
instruction.31

Rl R3 82 D2

~ o_oo _
7 8 11 12 15 16 19 20

Op Code

) I 85
o
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Description

ESET establishes the length of a field in E80 storage equal
to the value of the address in IAR (GR 6), modulo 256.
The units position of the field in storage is addressed by
SAR (GR 5).

bSET follows the rules of the 7080 SET instruction with
the following exception: interruptions are allowed every
eIght characters until a storage mark is found. While zeros
are beIng stored, interruptions are allowed every 128
characters.

This instructi<:>n is retryable up to the ending routine, if a
storage mark is not found before the count runs out.
OtherwIse this instruction is retryable up to the storing of
the first word of zeros.

E80 register contents at the end of the operation are:

(;R Function Contents

E80 register contents at the end of the operation are:

GR Function Contents

0-2 Work register Unpredictable.
3 Work register Unpredictable for interruptions.
4 MAC I Unpredictable.
5 SAR Unpredictable.
6 JAR Unchanged.
7 SPC Current SPC plus number of posi-

tions shortened.
9 MAC I CD Current E80 operand in coded

binary format.
11 MAC II Unchanged.

FPR

6 Work register Unpredictable.

ESPC (Emulated Set Starting Point Counter)

RR Format

~1

0-2
3

4
5
()

7

H
H

9

II

PPR
6

Work register
Work regIster

MAC I
SAR
fAR
SPC

MAC I CB

MA( II

Work register

Unpredictable.
Unpredictable (used for inter
ruptions).
Unchanged.
Unchanged.
Unchanged.
Unchanged.
(Model 165) Unchanged.
(Model 165 II or 168) Original con
tents restored after GR 8 used as a
work register.
(Model 165) Current E80 operand
in coded binary format.
(Model 165 II or 168) Original con
tents restored after G R 9 used as a
work register.
Unchanged.

Unpredictable

Op Code Rl R2

I 10 ~
o 78 1112 15

(R2 contents are insignificant.)

Function

ESPC emulates the 7080 SPC instruction.

Description

ESPC sets the starting point counter to the position of
storage addressed by the IAR (GR 6). The four bytes of the
IAR address are (from left to right): storage bank, ~ord set,
word, and character. The value for bank ranges from 0 to 3~

word set from 0 to 7, word from 0 to 3, and character from
oto 7.

)

GR Function Contents

4 MAC I Unchanged.
5 SAR Initial E80 storage address.
6 tAR Current E80 operand.
7 SPC Set to the value of the operand

interpreted by the SPC decoder.
9 MACICB Current E80 operand in coded

binary format.
11 MAC )) Unchanged.

ESPC follows the rules of the 7080 SPC instruction with
two exceptions:
1. If ESPC is given In 705 1/11 or 705 III mode, a

System/370 branch is forced to the address specified by
hex 20 plus the contents of FPR 2.

2. The 900 check bit In FPR 0 is not set on.
Either action identifies an E80 comma instruction given

in non-7080 mode.
This instruction is completely retryable.
E80 register contents at the end of the operation are:

ESHR (Emulated Shorten)

RS Format
Op Code R1 R3 82 02

I AE~ 000

0 78 1112 15 16 1920 31

fR 3 contains the op-eode modifier.)

FunctIon

1:'.SH R till Interruptible instruction, emulates the 7080 SHR
InstructIon

Des( rtp tion

ESH R ..;hltts the starting point counter of storage toward
hIgher storage addresses. The number of positions short
ened is the value of the E80 address In IAR (GR 6),
moJulo ~)6 ESHR follows the rules of the 7080 SHR
Inst I u~, Ion ex(.;ept the microprogram eXIts to the address
hex XO greater than the one in FPR 2 if no terminating
stUI age (nark eXIsts.

ThIS Instruction IS retryable up until the new value of SPC
is stored in GR 7.

Bank Word Set Word Character

IBA008421I BAOO8421 IBA008421 IBAOO8421I
IAR

(GR 6)

)



31

RR Format

ETRP (Emulated Transfer on Plus)

ETRZ (Emulated Transfer on Zero)

R2RlOp Code

o

RR Format

Description

ETRP tests the accumulator (ACC) or auxiliary storage
(ASU) sign (FPR 0 bit 6 or 7), the choice depending on the
ASU setting. If the sign is +, the branch is made by moving
the contents of the fAR to the 7080 IC.

This instruction follows the rules of the 7080 TRP
instruction.

ETRP changes the value of the 7080 Ie in FPR 4 if a
branch is taken; otherwise the instruction terminates.

This instruction is completely retryable in a Model 165,
and is retryable in a Model 165 II or 168 up to the seventh
machine cycle.

Function

ETRP emulates the 7080 TRP instruction.

Function

EEIA emulates the 7080 EIA instruction.

Description

This instruction sets an internal one-bit register (which
indicates indirect addressing is required) and links directly
to the OIL microprogram routine.

EEIA follows the rules of the 7080 EIA instruction with
two exceptions:
1. If EElA is given in 705 1/11 or 705 III mode, a

System/370 branch is forced to the address specified by
hex 20 plus the contents of FPR 2.

2. The 900 check bit in FPR 0 is not set on.
Either exception identifies an E80 comma instruction

given in non-7080 mode.
An access exception can occur on a reference to 7080

memory.
This instruction is retryable in a Model 165 up to the

third machine cycle, but not retryable in a Model 165 II or
168.

.....-._27_--l~
78 1112 15

GR Function Contents

0-3 Work registers Unpredictable.
4 MAC I Unchanged.
5 SAR Unpredictable.
6 IAR Unchanged.
7 SPC Current SPC plus the number of

positions rounded.
9 MAC I CD Current E80 operand in coded

binary format.
II MAC II Unchanged.

FPR

6 Work register UnpredIctable.

Function

ERND emulates the 7080 RNO instruction.

Description

ERND adds the binary equivalent, modulo 256, of the E80
address in the IAR (GR 6) to byte 3 of SPC (GR 7) and
blocks any carry out of byte 3. In addition, an E80 BCD
five is added to the storage character whose address is one
byte lower than the final address in SPC (GR 7).

ERNO follows the rules of the 7080 RND instruction
with the following exceptions:
1. On an overflow condition, two different branches are

forced.
a. For carry out of the high-order position and for the

904 check switch being on automatic, a branch to
the base interruption address in FPR 2 plus hex lOis
forced.

b. For adding five to the storage mark, a branch is
forced to the base interruption address plus hex 50.
The 904 and ANY indicators are not set.

2. If no tenninating storage mark exists, the microprogram
exits to the address hex 80 greater than the one in
FPR2.

This instruction is retryable up until the new value of SPC
is stored in GR 7.

E80 register contents at the end of the operation are:

RS Format

ERND (Emulated Round)

(R3 contains the op-code modifier.)

Op Code Rl R3 82 02

I~_A_E__~--O-O-O---~
o 7 8 11 12 15 16 19 20

)

o

Op Code
78 1112 15)

EEIA (Emulated Enable Indirect Address)

RR Format

Rl R2

__24__~
78 1112 15

Op Code Rl R2

1.....-._27_~
o

Function

ETRZ emulates the 7080 TRZ instruction.

Emulator Instruction Set 31



RS Format

ETLH (Emulated Table Lookup High or Equal)

Current IAR contents (replacing
the 7080 Ie), if a System/370
branch is not made.

DescrJption

ETRl tests the accumulator zero indicator (ACC 0) or the
auxlhar) storage indicator (ASU 0) (FPR 0 bit 1 or 5), the
choIce depending on the ASU setting. If the zero indicator
IS on. the branch is made by moving the contents of the
fAR 10 the 7080 IC.
Thl~ Instruction follows the rules of the 7080 TRZ

Inst rUl't Ion
.. TRI ~hanges the value of the 7080 IC in FPR 4 if a

hranl'h 1S taken. othelWise the instruction terminates.
'J. l " Instruction is completely retryable In a ModeJ 165,

dnd l~ rerryable In a Model 165 II or 168 up to the seventh
m'il'h Ine cycle

GR Function Contents

8 Subroutine Address of a TSL routine if a
branch address System/370 branch is made;

otherwise, the contents are un
changed.

The other GR's remain unchanged.

FPR
4

F"nt'tlon

ETR (Emulated Transfer)

f- Tf{ emula tes the 7080 TR instruction

uescnp tID""

31

02Op Code

o

Function

ETLH, an interruptible instruction, compares the storage
field (addressed by GR 5) with the memory field (addressed
by GR 6).

Description

Comparison is terminated by a storage mark (located In
storage), at which time the result of the compare is placed
into bits 6 and 7 of FPR 0 byte 3. If the result of the
compare is equal or high, the address of the function (the
original GR 6 address less the length of the storage field) is
placed in GR O. It othelWise" the memory field is searched
for a group mark or record mark. If a group mark is found ..
GR 2 is set to 0000000] and the address of the group mark
is placed in GR O. IL instead" a record mark is found" GR 2
is set to FFFFFFFF, and the address one less than the
address of the record mark is placed into GR O.

This instruction can be executed in any mode. Program
ming tests for 7080 mode hefore the ETLH instruction is
executed. Also" this instruction can be retried up to the
ending routine.

An access exception can occur on a reference to 7080
memory.

This instruction is retryable up to the second fetch for
storage data or until the search of the function is begun,

E80 register contents at the end of the operation are:

R1 R3 82

_____B6_--'~ OO_O ____

7 8 1 1 12 15 16 19 20

31

02Rl R3 B2

~-------
7 8 11 12 15 16 19 20

Op Code

RS Format

o

I)) contains a vanable whose value depends on programming
r equ Irements

82 • ():! mUST begin on award boundary.

Tltl' word specified by C(B2)+02 is placed in the Sys
ten, ,70 IC and in GR 8 if a 7080 TSL condition exists
f the en1ulator not in 705 1/11 mode and the SSR in GR 12
equal rt) I t TillS operation causes a branch to a subroutine
thaI ,Inlulates a 7080 TSL instruction. If a TSL condition
dnr\ unl eXIst. the tAR is converted to l.oned-address type
Ii Illd I~ placed in the 7080 IC.

fht" l- Tf{ Instruction is completely retryable The simu
laled 70XO TSl instruction is completely retryable in a
\1,.Jt'l I ()~ and I~ retryable in a Model 16' II or 168 up to
,tee: ',\IJ'lh Illdl'hlne cycle,

~ ~u 't:gl~I~1 ~ontents at the end of the \)peration are:

I AA

\
l

)



RS Format

ETLE (Emulated Table Lookup Equal)

Description

Comparison is tenninated by a storage mark (located in
storage), at which time the result of the compare is placed

Contents

If compare is equal, address of the
function. If compare is not equal,
address of the group mark if the
instruction terminates on a group
mark, or one less than the address
of the record mark if the instruc
tion terminates on a record mark.
00000001 if the instruction ter
minates on a group mark.

FFFFFFFF if the instruction ter
minates on a record mark.

Unpredictable.
Zoned-address type B which is
five less than the last block of
memory referenced.
Eight greater than the address of
the last doubleword of E80 stor
age to be used.
Current E80 operand.
Unchanged.

(Model 165) Current E80 operand in
coded binary format.
(Model 165 II or 168) Original con
tents restored after GR 9 used as a
work register.
Unchanged.

Byte 3 bits 6 and 7 are set to the
result of the compare.
Unpredictable.

Work register

Function

Work register

MAC II

'York registers
MAC I

SAR

IAR
SPC

MAC I CB

Work register

Status

2

6
7

9

5

6

It

FPR
o

I and 3
4

GR

o

I

into bits 6 and 7 of FPR 0 byte 3. If the result of the
compare is equal, the address of the function (the original
GR. 6 address less the length of the storage field) is placed
in GR O. If othelWise, the memory field is searched for a
group mark or record mark. If a group mark is found, GR 2
is set to 00000001, and the address of the group mark is
placed into GR o. If, instead, a record mark is found, GR 2
is set to FFFFFFFF, and the address one less than the
address of the record mark is placed into GR O.

This instruction can be executed in any mode. Program
ming tests for 7080 mode before the ETLE instruction is
executed. Also, this instruction can be retried up to the
ending routine.

I
An access exception can occur on a reference to 7080

: memory.
, This instruction is retryable up to the second fetch for
• storage data or until the search of the function is begun.

E80 register contents at the end of the operation are:

31

D2

1 and 3 Work register
4 MAC I

5 SAR

6 JAR
7 SPC
9 MAC ICB
9

GR Function Contentt

o Work register If compare is low,. address of group
mark if group mark is: found,. or one
less than the address ofreco;rd mark:
if a tee'oId mark is found..

If compare is not low'~ the address af
the function.

2 Work register 00000001 if the instrttetiontemnmates
on a group mark.

FFFFFFFF if the instruction teJ:m.i:.
nates; on a record mark..
Unpredictable.
Zaned-address type B w'hidl is five
less than the last block OfmesDQI!Y
referenced.
Eight greater than the.mess afthe
last doubleword of ESt} stnn&e to be
used..
Current E80 operand..
Unchanged.
(Model 165) Current E8Q operand
in coded binary format..
(Model 165 II or 168) QrWDan con
tents restored after GR 9 used as a
"rOlk register.

11 MAC II Unchanged.

FPR
o Status Byte 3 bits 6 and 1 are set to the re

sults of the compare..

6 Work register Unpredictable.

. Op Code Rl R3 82

86 ~ ooo_.: _

o 78 1112 15 16 1920

Function

ETLE, an interruptible instruction. compares the storage
field (addressed by GR 5) with the memory f'JeJd (addressed
by GR 6).

)

)
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Three classes of special tenns are used to describe the
functions of the emulator: standard 7080 terms, standard
System/370 terms, and those terms created solely for the
emulator.

STANDARD 7080 TERMS

Accumulator (ACC)-Storage bank o.

Address zones-The zone bits over the units and thousands
positions of the operand.

Arithmetic and logic unit (ALU)- The central processing
unit (CPU).

ASU zones~The zone bits over the tens and hundreds
positions of the operand.

Auxiliary storage unit (ASU)- ·Storage bank 1.

Central storage-Storage which consists of four or five 7080
storage banks, each containing 256 characters.

Channel auxiliary storage unit (CASU)-Storage bank 3.

Character-The 7-bit even-parity BCD combination (six
data bits and one parity bit).

Communication storage bank -Storage bank 2.

Instruction-A memory word fetched from memory during
I-time.

Internal 7080 registers- The instruction counter (IC), the
memory address counter (MAC I), the second memory
address counter (MAC II), the select register (SR), the
storage address register (SAR), and the starting point
l:ounter (SPC).

Memory- -7080 main storage.

Memory word--Five characters occupying locations ending
In 015 through 4/9.

Mode- -The operating state of the 7080 ALU, which may be
7080 mode, 705 I1II mode. or 705 III mode.

Operand The characters located in 1/6 through 4/9 loca
tiuns of the instruction.

Appendix A. Glossary of Special Terms

Operation code (op code)-A character located at a 0/5
location in the instruction.

STANDARD SYSTEM/370 TERMS

Floating-point registers (FPR's)-Four System/370 registers
assigned for special use during emulation.

General registers (GR's)-Sixteen System/370 registers,
some of which are used to emulate the 7080 ~ternal

registers.

Storage-Main storage.

EMULATOR TERMS

Coded binary-A 24-bit binary address that maps a 7080
address to a uniqueSystem/370 address in E80 memory.
When a system is operating in relocate mode, any
System/370 address generated by the emulator is a virtual
address.

Emulation routine-Performs the function of a 7080
operation. The op-code branch executed by the OIL
instruction takes each unique 7080 operation to a specific
System/370 routine. In this routine the function of this
particular 7080 operation is performed.

E80-This terms refers to anything in System/370 that is
made to correspond to the 7080 system. For example,
System/370 storage used to emulate 7080 memory is called
E80 memory.

Op-code branch-A branch taken when a 7080· op code is
decoded by special hardware provided by the emulator.
This hardware creates a System/370 address which points
to the first instruction of the routine that emulates this
particular 7080 operation. The OIL instruction provides
such linkage.

Work bank-A 256-byte System/370 storage block that has
the properties of an E80 storage bank when referred to by
the special emulator operations. The four banks available
are designated banks 4 through 7.

Zoned-address type A--Bytes 1-4 of the E80 memo'ry word
(a System/370 doubleword) with E80 ASU zones set to
zeros. All bytes representing zeros have the numeric portion
(bits 4-7) set to binary 1010.

Zoned-address type B-Similar to zoned-address type A,
except that zeros are represented by the numeric portion of
the byte set to binary 0000.
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Appendix B. Emulator Instruction Summary

Op ~1

Instruction Mnemonic Code Rl R20r R3 B2

Load Buffer LB OE 2 0 .')

Load Buffer to Memory Boundary LBM OE 2 1
Unload Buffer Serial UBS OF 2 0
Unload Buffer Parallel UBP OF 2 1
Zoned Address Plus Zero ZAPZ 09 R R
Emulated Set Starting Point ESPC 10 6 X

Counter
Set Mode SETMD 11 M M
Branch If BRIF 12 M 6
Convert Eighty Register Zeros CERZ 13 R 3
Zoned Address to Coded Binary ZACB 14 R 0
Zoned Address Plus One ZAPON 14 R 4
Zoned Address Plus Five ZAPF 14 R 8
Zoned Address Minus Five ZAMF 14 R C
Modulo 256 Addition ATFS 15 R 0
Convert Select Register CSELR 15 2 1
Convert and Store SPC UNSPC 15 7 2
Convert Zoned Address CINZA 15 R 3
Branch on 705 1/11 Mode BSOF 16 R 0
Branch on Indicator BRIND 17 M M
Emulated Enable Indirect EEIA 24 4 2

Address
Do Interpretive Loop OIL 25 4 2 )Emulated Transfer on Zero ETRZ 27 0 1
Emulated Transfer on Plus ETRP 27 0 0
Set Mode Bits Off MDOFF A4 M M 7
Set Mode Bits On MOON A6 M M 7
Emulated Unload Four Char~ EUFC A9 6 2 5

acters
Emulated Unload Address EULA A9 6 I 5
Emulated Unload EUNL A9 6 7 5
Emulated Unload Storage Bank EUSB A9 6 3 5
Emulated Transfer f'TR AA C 7 R
OIL Extention OILEX AB C 7 R
Emulated Store EST AC 6 0 5
Emulated Store for Print ESPR AD 4 1 9
Emulated Add to Memory EADM AD 4 4 9
Emulated Add Address to Memory EAAM AF 4 X 9
Emulated Set Left ESET AE 5 0 5
Emulated Shorten ESHR AE 7 3 7
Emulated Round ERND AE 7 2 7
Search and Locate Storage Mark SALSM AE 5 5 5
Restore E80 Register RSTER B3 R 3 3
Emulated Blank Memory EBLM B5 ·4 0 9
Emulated Send ESND 85 4 I 91,

emulated Transmit ETMT B5 4 2 9\: .1

Emulated Ten Character ETCT B5 4 3 9\
Transmit

Emulated Multiply EMPY 86 0 0 9
\

1
tnlutated Add ~ADO B6 4 0 9
l-.nlulated Subtract ESUB B6 4 1 9
Emulated Reset and Add ERAD B6 4 2 9
Emulated Reset and Subtract ERSU 86 4 3 9
Emulated Compare ECMP B6 4 9 9 )Emulated Load ELOD . B6 4 8 9
Emulated Load Address ELDA B6 4 D 9
1-.mutated Load Storage Bank ELSB 86 4 E 9

36



Op

~
Instruction Mnemonic Code Rl R2 or R3 B2

Emulated Load Four Characters ELFC B6 4 F 9... '

Emulated Ten Character Receive ETCR B5 4 7 9
Emulated Table Lookup Equal ETLE B6 4 4 9
Emulated Table Lookup High ETLH B6 4 6 9

or Equal

Notes:

R =Any general register
M = Mask
X = Unimportant
All other numbers and letters are in hexadecimal

The D2 field is zero for all RS instructions other than ETR and DILEX, in which both B2 and D2 may be different because of
programming requirements.

)

)
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I Appendix C. Indicator and Logout Addresses for Model 165

Indicator IndicoTor
Position Positioll .'

on /'01:0U1 0" J.ogoliT

Microfiche Address '\Iil·ro.fi"lie .·1ddre~i.\

7080 Indicator (Frame 86) (Decimal) Bit 7fJS() !"die%r (f;'Olll£' Bf») rD('('i1110IJ HI/ oJ

Stat Group 1 Bit 0 B04 P*+952 03 Stat Group 3 Bit 5 009 P*+960 10

Stat Group 1 Bit 1 B05 P*+952 04 Stat Group :1 Bit 6 010 P*+960 II

Stat Group 1 Bit 2 B06 P*+952 05 Stat Group 3 Bit 7 011 P*+960 12

Stat Group I Bit J B07 P*+952 08 WCS Data Register 120 015 P*+960 18

Stat Group 1 Bit 4 808 P*+952 09 WCS Data Register 121 016 P*+960 19

Stat Group 1 Bit 5 B09 P*+952 10 \VCS Data Register 122 017 P*+960 20

Stat Group I Bit 6 BI0 P*+952 11 \VCS Dahl Register 123 018 P*+960 ~1

Stat Group 1 Bit 7 Bl1 P*+952 12 \VCS Data Register 124 D19 P*+960 ~4

WCS Data Register 108 B15 P*+952 18 \VCS Da ta Register I 25 D20 P*+960 25

WCS Data Registel109 B16 P*+952 19 (Parity)

WCS Data Registe r 110 B17 P*+952 20 Status Valid E18 P*+960 45

WCS Data Register 111 B18 P*+952 21 FMLAR Bit 0 E21 P*+~6() 56

WCS Data Register I 12 B19 P*+952 24 EMLAR Bit I E22 P*+960 57

WCS Data Register I 13 B20 P*+952 25 EMLAR Bit 2 E23 P*+960 58--,··

Stat Group 2 Bit 0 C04 P*+952 35 EMLAR Bit 3 E24 P*+960 59

Stat Group 2 Bit 1 C05 P*+952 36 Adder 80 Anth 1:04 P*+968 03

Stat Group 2 Bit 2 C06 P*+952 37 A-side TCflllinate Latch F05 P*+968 04

Stat Group 2 Bit 3 C07 P*+952 40 B-side Ternlinatc Lat\:h ."06 P*+96M 05

Stat Group 2 Bit 4 COB P*+952 41 20K \Vrap ."07 P*+968 OH

Stat Group 2 Bit 5 C09 P*+952 42 40K \\ rap rOM P*+96H 09

Stat Group 2 Bit 6 CI0 P*+952 43 XOK \\ r~lp 1"09 P*+968 10

Stat Group 2 Bit 7 CII P*+952 44 11l~: 1 ~h.'t()r (1Ih:) 1,10 P*+968 II )WCS Data Register 114 CI5 P*+952 50 Inl' ra~:tor (is) 1.'11 P*+968 12

WCS Data Register 115 C16 P*+952 51 Gat~ l-.~Il' to \\ 1:15 P*+9b8 IX

WCS Data Register 116 C17 P*+952 52 (;ak I·:\tl i to PH 1.'lft P*+96H 19

WCS Da ta Register I 17 C18 P*+952 53 (;atl' \\ to Brandl 1 17 P*+968 ~()

WCS Data Register 118 CI9 P*+952 S6 r~rr to 1..:\1. 1·18 1'*+~6X ~ I

WCS Data Register 119 C20 P*+9S~ 57 r\tL1 \V('S ( ol1tr\\1 (; 19 P;;;+968 "...- ,
FMli In I'\.cl:ution ('22 P*+951 S9 I'\IT 0 <;11 P*+968 56

~1al (;roup 3 Bit 0 1>04 P:!+4()(I 01 L~IT I ( ;12 P*"968 ~7

Stat (;roup 3 Bit I 005 P*+Q60 04 1-"\1'1' 2 (.23 P*+96H "x
Stat (.roup 3 Bit 2 006 Plt-+960 05 LMT 3 (;24 P*+968 54

Stat (;roup 3 Bit ~ 007 P* .. 960 08 \V('S Data Lrror K15 P*t982 IX

Stat (.roup J Bit 4 DOB P*+960 09 \\'1/\ 1- nor KI6 P*+982 It}

\\'1 U I- rror K17 P*+982 20

p* Cuntenh ul ~ ontrol re~lstl'r 15 (8-31 • \\. hh:h I' log~~d out at d~l'lInal ..lddr~ss 508.

.1

)
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Appendix E. EBCDIC and E80 BCD Conversion Tables

Bit Positions 4567
~ -,A........ ........\

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0
, @ I = II

Blank / S T U V W X Y Z : % :> ?-
- J K L M N 0 P Q R I S * ) ; ..,

& A B C 0 E F G H I ~ < ( + I

Bit Positions 0123

1111
0000

0100

1000

1100

0000 0001 0010 0011 0100 0101 0110 0111 1000 1001 1010 1011 1100 1101 1110 1111

E80 BCD Character Set

)

Blank A B C 0 E F G H I

-
< ( + I

& J K l M N 0 P Q R I S * ) ;
..,

- / s T U V W X Y Z : I % :> ?-
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Blank

, @ I = ..0011

0001

0010

EBCDIC Bit Order
01234567

...--''''' ------..J1 ~~-----------.I

Bit Positions 0 123 Bit Posittons 4567

1111

r,-------'A-.-----...\

0000 0001 0010 0011 0100 0101 0110 0111 1000 1001 1010 1011 1100 1101 1110 1111

0000

0100

0101

0110

0111

N

V

o

w

6

G

X

7

H

Q

y z

?

+

:>

@

¢ A I Bi! =- iDE F G H I Blank < (
:~~I~:~=J=--+I- K ~~-M'-+---N--~-O---t--P--+-Q -+-R-t---&-+---s-t---.-~-)-......--;-~-,---1

: /Ts ' T I u V w X y Z -

"'-0-+--1' t -~-t-;-f-:--+--5~-6-t---7--+-8-+--9-+--BI-a:k
._-~---I..--""'_-"'---~-'-"_-_&'--_--'- __.r..-_~__,--_-,

1010

1001

1000

1011

'100

1101

1110

II!I

Blank

&

Blank

<

% >

.1

7080 emulation uses the preferred character set (shown in the shaded areas).

EBCDIC-to-E80-BCD Conv.sion

)
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)

)

abbreV1ation~ 4
adders 11
e:tddress converter 10
dddress mcrementer-decrementer 10
~ rf- S (Modulo 256 Addition) 17

b, .. n\:h-address decoder 10
Hranch It (BRIF) 15
Branch on Indicator (BRIND) 15
Branch on 705 1/11 Mode (BSOF) 14
BRlf- (Branch 10 15
BRIND (Branch on Indicator) 15
BSOf cBranch on 705 1/11 Mode) 14

( ASll IS (channel auxiliary storaSte unit 15) 9
CERZ (Convert Eighty Register Zeros) 19
chara, ter ~onversion 7
CINZA « ·onvert Zoned Address) 17
,'ontrol storage (CS) 11
( onvert and Store SPC (UNSPC) 17
Convert Eighty Register Zeros (CERZ) 19
Convert ~ICl~t Register (CSELR) 16

('onvert Zones ~ddress (CINZA) 17
cs h'ontrol storage) 11
(·S. I R (( onvert Select Register) 16

da ta transJat. )r I I
011 tDo Interpretive Loop) 12
dt:. unal corr~~t 11
de~·,tders

dectrnaJ· f. t-hinary 10
SP< IU
unib·positlon 10

'~~Pc 10

~'''''' .e.
·IUI I· ",lenSlun (DllEX) 13
1>11 .. X cOIL Fxtension) 13
Uti Inh:rpretlve Loop (DIL) 12
J~namh ,tdtUS Indicators 9

I ~ 0\ M .t- mulated Add Address to Memory) 24
I ~Hi) ... nlulated ~dd) 20
t "I aM f Imulated Add to Memory) 25
r HI IJJ( ,t)nversion tables 40
, HI M " mulated Blank Memory) 27
I BI ~~ f~ mutated Blank Memory Serial) 27
t I MP • t· J1.ul.lt~d (ompare) 21
•• 1-\ et ,. 'alated ... nable Indirect Address) 31

t I •• -\ .. ,"ed,lled luad Address) 21
t • 1 f • ~ luulaled l.oad Four Characters) 21
t I • ,., f" mulal_:d Load) 21
I I 'II c".nulated Load Storage Bank) 22
,. MP\- (f..mulated Multiply) 22
I Ululated Add (~ADD) 20
huauJafcd ~dd Address to Memory (EAAM) 24
.. mulated A.dd In \temory (EADM) 2S
t mutated Blank Memory (EBLM) 27
t ,., .i'~d Blank Memory Serial (EBLMS) 27
t naulal4-d ( ompart' cECMP) 21
.. mulated lnable Indirect Address (EEIA) 11
t Inulated Load (ELOD) 21
".nulale'" load Address (ELDA) 21

Emulated Load Four Characters (ELFC) 21
Emulated Load Storage Bank (ELSB) 22
Emualted Load Storage B
Emulated Multiply (EMPY) 22
Emulated Reset and Add (ERAD) 23
Emulated Reset and Subtract (ERSU) 23
Emulated Round (ERND) 31
Emulated Send (ESND) 27
Emulated Set Left (ESET) 29
Emulated Set Starting Point Counter (ESPC) 30
Emulated Shorten (ESHR) 30
Emulated Store (EST) 25
Emulated Store for Print (ESPR) 25
Emulated Subtract (ESUB) 24
Emulated Table Lookup High or Equal (ETLH) 32
Emulated Table Lookup Equal (ETLE) 33
Emulated Ten Character Receive (ETCR) 29
Emulated Ten Character Transmit (ETCT) 28
Emulated Transfer on Plus (ETRP) 31
Emulated Transfer on Zero (ETRZ) 31
Emulated Transmit (ETMT) 28
Emulated Transmit Serial (ETMTS) 28
Emulated Unload (EUNL) 26
Emulated Unload Address (EULA) 26
Emulated Unload Fou~Characters (EUFC) 2S
Emulated Unload Storage Bank (EUSB) 26
emulator features and instructions 10
emulator hardware 10
emulator instruction set 12
emulator status valid trigger 9
ERAD (Emulated Reset and Add) 23
error detection 11
error retry , machin~ I I
ERND (Emulated Round) 31
ERSU (Emulated Reset and Subtract) 23
ESET (Emulated Set left) 29
ESHR (Emulated Shorten) 30
ESND (Emulated Send) 27
ESPC (Emulated Set Starting Point Counter) 30
ESPR (EmUlated Store for Print) 25
EST (Emulated Store) 2S
ESUB (Emulated Subtract t 24
ETCR (Emulated Ten Character Receive) 29
ETCT (Emula ted Ten Character Transmit) 28
ETLE (Emulated I able Lookup Equal) 33
ETLH (EmUlated Table Lookup High or Equal) 32
ETMT (Emulated lretnsmit) 28
ETMTS (Enlulated Transmit Seriall 28
ETR (Emulated Transfer) 32
ETRP (EJnulated Transfer on Plus) 31
ETRZ (Emulated Transfcr on Zero) 31
EUrC (Emulated Unload I'our Characters) 2S
EULA (Emulated Unload Address) 26
EUNL (Emulat~d Unload) 26
EUSB (Emula tcd Unload Storage Dank) 26
exceptions 9
E80

BCD conversion tables 40
memory 7
multiply 7
storage 7

Index

Index 41



general emulator instructions 12
glossary 35

. hardware status registers 10

JAR (initial address register) 8
indicator and logout addresses 38, 39
input/output and console operations 9
instruction

interruption 11
summary 36

serial adder 11
Set Mode (SETMO) 14
SETMO (Set Mode) 14
SPC (starting-point counter) 8
SPC decoder 10
special emulator instructions 20
SSR (storage select register) 8
status indicators 8
status triggers 8
storage address conversion 8
storage word correspondence 7
subroutine area 8

'J

LB (Load Buffer) 17
LBM (Load Buffer to Memory Boundary) 18
Load Buffer (LB") 17
Load Buffer to Memory Boundary (LBM) 18
local storage word 9

MAC (memory address counter) 8
machine error retry 11
main storage words 9
maIntenance control word (MCW) 11
MeW (maIntenance control word) 11
MDOFF (Mode Of0 14
MOON (Mode On) 14
memory address conversion 8
memory and storage mapping 7
memory word correspondence 7
microprogram control 11
modes 7
Mode Ofr (MDOFF) 14
Mode On (MOON) 14
Modulo 256 Addition (ATFS) 17
multiply-shift controls 11

parallel adder 11
pnmary instruction 12

read-only ~torage (ROS) II
register assignments 8
Restore E80 Register (RSTER) 17
restrictions 9
ROS (read-only storage) 11
RSTER (Restore E80 Register) 17

SALSM (Search and Locate Storage Mark t 20
SA R (storage address register) 8
Search and Locate Storage Mark (SALSM t 20
se<;ondary (general and special) instructions 12
sele(;t encoder 10
sele(;t table 8

42

termination controls 10
triggers

DIL counter flag 14
emulator internal work 9
emulator status valid 9
40K memory 8
7080 mode 8
80K memory 8
904 check switch 8
905 check switch 8

UBP (Unload Buffer Parallel) 19
UBS (Unload Buffer Serial) 18
units-position encoder 10
Unload Buffer Parallel (UBP) 19
Unload Buffer Serial (UBS) 18
UNSPC (Convert and Store SPC) ] 7
UNSPC decoder 10

WCS (writable control storage) 11 )
word correspondence 7
wrap decoder 10
writable control storage (WCS) 11

ZACB (Zoned Address to Coded Binary) 15
ZAMF (Zoned Address Minus Five) 16
ZAPF (Zoned Address Plus Five) 16
ZAPON (Zoned Address Plus One) 16
ZAPZ (Zoned Address Plus Zero) 15
zero correct 11
Zoned Address Minus FIve (ZAMF) 16
Zoned Address Plus Five (ZAPF) 16
Zoned Address Plus One (ZAPON) 16
Zoned Address Plus Zero (ZAPZ) 15
Zoned Address to Coded Binary (ZACB) 15
zoned-address type A 8
zoned-address type B k
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